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Literature suggests that consumers perceive collective symbolic meaning in a set
of products and brands and they associate this meaning with social roles or lifestyles that
form consumption constellations. Such constellations exist as cognitive associative
frameworks in consumers’ minds, which possess varying levels of accessibility. This
thesis uses a multi-method approach to investigate how consumer perception and
accessibility of consumption constellations is shaped by the psychosocial development
that occurs during the transitional period of emerging adulthood. More specifically, two
studies examine the role of the key drivers of psychosocial development at this stage: ego
identity exploration and commitment. Study 1 employs a long interview methodology to
provide insight into the dynamic nature of identity development during the period of
emerging adulthood and its influence on perceptions of social roles and associated
products and brands that comprise consumption constellations. Study 2 uses a response
latency methodology to examine how emerging adults’ accessibility of consumption
constellations is impacted by identity exploration and commitment, with hypotheses being
partially supported. For aspirational constellations, high identity commitment participants
displayed greater accessibility, with no significant differences based upon identity
exploration as hypothesized.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The notion that individuals consume products not only for utilitarian benefits but
for symbolic meaning has permeated marketing literature since the 1950s (e.g. Levy,
1959; Belk, 1988; McCracken, 1988; Solomon, 1988; Richins, 1994). Although it is
possible for a single product to possess symbolic meaning, it is when this meaning
inherent in products and brands becomes intertwined that this becomes truly powerful.
This collection of symbolically linked products and brands represents what is known as
consumption constellations, as consumers associate these sets of products with certain
social roles, or identities (Solomon, 1988). In this way, consumers use consumption data
as a form of semiotic shorthand in that every social role is associated with a certain set
or configuration of products that society takes as being definitive of that social role
(McCall & Simmons, 1982; Solomon & Buchanan, 1991). Literature within the fields of
marketing and consumer behaviour have provided strong evidence to support the
structure and content of consumption constellations (Solomon, 1988; Solomon &
Buchanan, 1991), their formation in response to aspirational and avoidance reference
groups (Englis & Solomon, 1995), and their existence and accessibility as cognitive
associative frameworks within the minds of consumers (Lowrey et al., 2001).
Recent literature has shown that the structure, content, and accessibility of
consumption constellations varies throughout childhood development as a result of
differences in psychosocial development that occur through this period in one’s life
(Chaplin & Lowrey, 2010). While this provides key insight into how the processing of
product and brand information is shaped, it is merely a glimpse, an introduction, to the
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full story of how such processing is shaped throughout human development. Thus, it is
the focus of this thesis, to provide an analysis of the impact of psychosocial
development on the perception and accessibility of consumption constellations during a
key stage in human development: the transition from late adolescence into early
adulthood. Emphasizing the focus on this period of development is that it is during this
transitional stage that most individuals emerge as autonomous consumers for the first
time in their lives, free from parental constraints and able to make their own
consumption choices. More recent societal trends, have given way to this becoming a
period known as emerging adulthood, in which this transition into adulthood has been
suspended and delayed for these individuals (Arnett, 1997; 2000).
Examining the transition from late adolescence to early adulthood in relation to
Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial Development (1963, 1968) reveals it as time of
identity crisis as one attempts to find their niche in society. Erikson (1963) notes that the
shift from late adolescence to early adulthood is marked by the formation of one’s ego
identity and that this traditionally occurs between 18-22 years of age. Building upon
Erikson’s work, Marcia (1966) operationalizes ego identity development by the two
factors of commitment and exploration, which are viewed as the primary components of
development during this stage in one’s life. Thus, an understanding of developmental
differences in the accessibility of consumption constellations during this stage in the life
course hinges upon an examination of the manner in which identity exploration and
identity commitment impacts this accessibility.
To provide a comprehensive investigation of how the perception and
accessibility of consumption constellations is affected during the psychosocial
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development of emerging adults, this thesis has been structured as follows. Chapter 2
provides an overview of past literature beginning with a discussion of symbolic
consumption, and the manner in which consumers to incorporate products and brands
into the self. This is followed by a thorough review of literature pertaining to
consumption constellations leading into an analysis of psychosocial development and
ego identity status. Chapter 3 provides a discussion of the gaps that exist in this body of
literature, outlines the main research question that this thesis looks to answer, and
identifies the corresponding objectives of this research. Chapter 4 outlines the qualitative
methodology employed in study 1 to understand perceptions of the social roles and
products and brands that comprise emerging adults consumption constellations. Chapter
5 consists of an analysis of the key insights and emerging trends that arising from study
1. Chapter 6 addresses the theoretical basis and development of the hypothesis to be
tested in study 2. Chapter 7 provides a detailed outline of the response latency
methodology used in study 2 to empirically test for differences accessibility of emerging
adults’ consumption constellations. This includes a discussion of participants and
design, independent and dependent measures, and the study procedure. Chapter 8 reports
and provides a discussion of the results of study 2. Lastly, Chapter 9 concludes with a
general discussion including theoretical contributions, managerial implications,
limitations, and directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

To provide an informed and thorough understanding of the manner in which
consumption constellations are impacted by differences in psychosocial development
during emerging adulthood, it is first necessary to conduct a comprehensive review of
the foundational literature in relevant areas. This literature review begins by first
examining symbolic consumption as the basis for consumers’ incorporation of products
and brands into their self-concept, forming self-brand connections, and leading to brand
engagement and brand relationships. Second, through the symbolic interactionism
approach, this consumption symbolism is examined as it pertains to consumption
constellations; their formation in response to various types of social roles; their
accessibility as cognitive associative frameworks; and developmental differences of this
accessibility in children’s constellations. Third, the psychosocial development from the
period of late adolescence is investigated leading to a discussion of ego-identity and its
components of exploration and commitment. Lastly, the notion of emerging adulthood is
discussed in addition to the implications it poses upon the current research and the
foundational literature that it has been built upon.

2.1 Observing Consumption Symbolism: Bobos In Paradise
To exemplify the manner in which consumers’ use the symbolic meaning
inherent in products and brands as a means of enacting social roles, the case of the bobo
is worthy of discussion. David Brooks’ social commentary, Bobos in Paradise describes
the ascendance of the “bourgeois bohemian” or bobo. Arising from the ashes of the
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bourgeois-bohemian clash of the 1970s, bobos shed polish and high-civilization in a
search for indigenous spirituality and rustic honesty. In the past, those who are now
bobos, were traditionally viewed as members of the yuppie social role. A yuppie is best
described as "A person of either sex who meets the following criteria: (1) resides in or
near one of the major cities; (2) claims to be between the ages of 25 and 45; (3) lives on
aspirations of glory, prestige, recognition, fame, social status, power, money or any and
all combinations of the above” (Piesman & Hartley, 1984, p.12). Yuppies are
characterized by products that were viewed as representative of these high-class
aspirations such as Cross pens, pin stripe suits, Rolex Watches, squash racquets,
Burberry trench coats, or Gucci briefcases (Belk, 1986). For bobos, this material
emphasis remains, however its product focus has begun to shift.
Members of today’s affluent class are suspicious of refinement
and genteel manners. So the new elite disdains all the words that
were used as lavish compliments by the old gentry – Instead, the
new elite prefers a different set of words, which exemplify a
different temper and spirit: authentic, natural, warm, rustic,
simple, honest, organic, comfortable, craftsmanlike, unique,
sensible, sincere (Brooks, 2000, p. 83).

Where their Yuppie predecessors once spent lavish amounts of money on
luxuries, bobos restrict their excessive spending to what is deemed a “necessity”. It has
become an atrocity to spend $15 000 on a state-of-the-art home theatre system, however,
spending twice that amount on a slate shower stall shows that you have achieved a Zenlike state. The trend is to spend exorbitant amounts of money on items that are
traditionally rather inexpensive. The bobo “will buy chicken legs, just like everybody
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else, but they’ll likely be free-range chickens that in life were treated better than
Elizabeth Taylor at a health spa” (Brooks, 2000, p. 97).
The bobo culture strives to mask its bourgeois existence, characterized by selfdiscipline, productivity, and order, with bohemian ideals (e.g. inner peace, creativity,
antimaterialism). However, bobos maintain their bourgeois materialism as the means of
achieving these ideals. They look to the set of products and brands that they consume as
a means of transference into a social role that is viewed as aspirational. High-level
corporate executives have begun to trade their BMW and Mercedes sedans for Jeep
Wranglers and Land Rovers. The desire for custom-tailored designer suits and Italian
leather shoes has begun to shift towards expedition-weight three-layer Gore-Tex
Alpenglow reinforced Marmot Thunderlight jackets, and Ballard Glacier hiking boots
by The North Face. Lavish spending on “necessities” and items of “professional
quality” is viewed as representative of a more authentic, spiritual lifestyle. While bobos
would rarely judge one another on the costliness of their jewelry, they do judge one
another based on the costliness of their gear. It remains important to show that one is
“smart enough to spend the very most” (Brooks, 2000, p. 90). Emphasis is placed on
what the set of products consumed conveys about a person. Perhaps the motivation for
this type of symbolic consumption is best described by Levy in that “a consumer’s
personality can be seen as the peculiar total of the products he consumes” (1964, p.
149).
Based upon marketing and consumer behaviour theory, this consumption
phenomenon exemplified by the bobo culture is indicative of what is known as a
consumption constellation. A consumption constellation is defined as “a cluster of
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complementary products, specific brands, and/or consumption activities associated with
a social role” (Solomon, 1988, p. 235). Consumers use consumption data as a form of
semiotic shorthand in that every social role is associated with a certain set or
configuration of products that society takes as being definitive of that social role
(McCall & Simmons, 1982; Solomon & Buchanan, 1991). In respect to bobo culture, it
casts off the traditional products associated with bourgeois decadence in favour of
making consumption choices viewed as being indicative of a more desirable social role.
In this way, consumption constellations exist as a form of stereotype (Davis, 2000), as
abstract knowledge structures link certain traits or behaviour to a social group to
facilitate information processing regarding it (Hamilton & Sherman, 1994). Literature
surrounding this topic has focused on three key areas: addressing the existence and
structure of consumption constellations, examining the extent to which they exist as
cognitive associative frameworks in the minds of consumers, and understanding how
this framework is affected by development. The review of this literature begins with its
theoretical underpinnings: consumption symbolism.

2.2 The Self and Symbolic Consumption
Within the field of consumer behaviour researchers have long understood that
individuals consume products not only for utilitarian benefits, but also for the symbolic
meaning inherent in the product or its brand (Levy, 1959; Belk, 1988; McCracken,
1988a; Solomon, 1988; Richins, 1994). With consumption decisions one can convey
their identity, social class, or group membership. In this manner, consumers are actively
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aware of the information that can be communicated through the consumption choices
that they choose to make or not make. Although factors such as price and product
attributes do still inform consumer choice, these decisions are rarely made without either
the explicit or implicit consideration of the symbolic meaning that is inherent within the
products and brands in each consideration set.
Literature on the topic of symbolic consumption has shown that individuals
consume products as a means of forming their self-concept and communicating their
self-image. Products are consumed based on how well they mesh with one’s perceptions
of themselves. Based upon this notion of self-concept, it has been shown that symbolic
consumption can lead to strong self-brand connections, and brand engagement as
consumers purchase products that are perceived to be symbolically representative of
one’s current self, or the person that one wishes to become (Escalas & Bettman, 2003,
2005; Sprott et al., 2009).
As will be discussed, the tendency to define one’s self-concept through the
symbolic consumption of products and brands has been shown to result in increased
brand equity, price insensitivity, and brand awareness through the establishment of
unique, meaningful, and lasting brand associations within the minds of consumers.
Through a review of literature, the following examines the role played by symbolic
consumption in shaping and influencing the choices of consumers as they construct their
self-concept and convey their identity through the products and brands that they
consume.
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2.3 Symbolic Consumption
In his 1959 essay Symbols for Sale, Levy discusses the transition of the late
1950s marketplace that saw a shift in consumers’ purchase behaviour from being
primarily functional to more symbolically driven. Levy notes that at the heart of this
consumer revolution is “the fact that the consumer is not as functionally oriented as he
used to be – if he ever really was” (Levy, 1959, p. 118). In the consumption culture
described, a consumer that makes purchases not only for what a product can do for the
individual, but for what the product means. It is this inherent meaning in products and
brands that is at the base of symbolic consumption. Consumers’ purchases have personal
and social meanings in addition to traditional function – goods are seen as symbolic of
personal attributes, goals, and social roles. A product will be purchased and consumed
when “it joins with, meshes with, adds to, or reinforces the way the consumer thinks
about himself [or herself]” (Levy, 1959, p. 119). Thus, consumers use products as a
means of manipulating the image that they perceive of themselves and that which they
choose to convey to others. It is in this manner that one strives to enhance their sense of
self by behaving in ways which are consistent with the image of the person that they are
or wish to be.
One of the more predominant examples of symbolic consumption can be
observed in the manner in which gender (masculinity versus femininity) is portrayed
through products and brands. For example, consider the automobile product category.
Certain vehicles are traditionally viewed as being more inherently masculine or
feminine. Vehicles such as the Volkswagen Beetle are imbued with a strong feminine
image, while the Ford F-150 is generally viewed as a masculine vehicle. Consumers’
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vehicle purchase decisions are frequently influenced, at least in part, by the gender
symbolism associated with the vehicle. Acknowledging this inherent symbolism,
advertisements for these vehicles typically reflect the associated gender (see Appendix
A). The Volkswagen Beetle advertisements presented reflect a predominantly feminine
image, while the Ford F-150 advertisements strongly reflect and even make direct
references to masculinity. Considering the advertisements presented, it is easy to see the
extent to which such advertisements are driven by and contribute to consumer’s
perception of gender symbolism inherent in the product. Now that there is a sense of
how symbolic consumption is used by marketers, it is necessary to consider what this
means to the firm, and why such an importance is placed on managing consumers’
perceptions of a brand.

2.4 Brands, Brand Image, and Brand Associations
From a definitional standpoint, a brand is traditionally regarded as a “name,
term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them, intended to identify the goods
and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of the
competition” (Keller, 2008, p. 2). Although this definition does address the meaning of a
brand in the literal sense, it does not adequately elucidate all facets and functions of a
brand. In a utilitarian sense, brands can serve to reassure consumers that a particular
product will function in a certain way based upon prior product experience. In this
respect, a brand can result in trust and loyalty through consistency in areas such as
pricing or performance. However, a brand is also capable of possessing complex
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symbolic meaning. Brands are capable of allowing consumers to express their selfconcept or identity, and can be associated with certain groups of people (Keller, 2008).
For example, users of Apple products are often perceived as being creative, trendy, and
hip whereas PC users are perceived as more serious, business-like, and geeky. The value
that a brand holds for a firm extends well beyond that of utilitarian differentiation from
competing brands within a product category. The true value of a brand lies deeply rooted
in symbolic consumption.
As a means of operationalizing the value of a brand to a firm, Aaker (1991)
defines the concept of brand equity as “a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a
brand, its name, and symbol, that add to or subtract from the value provided by a
product or service to a firm and/or that firm’s customers” (p. 15). Aaker purports that the
manner in which brands provide value to a firm is a function of the assets and liabilities
that are tied to the brand. Acknowledging that such assets and liabilities can vary
contextually, Aaker states that they can be grouped into five distinct categories: brand
loyalty, name awareness, perceived quality, brand associations, and other brand assets
such as patents or trademarks.
Focusing more closely on the consumer’s experience with a brand, Keller (1993)
introduces the concept of customer-based brand equity, which is defined as “the
differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of the
brand” (p. 1). Extending upon Aaker, Keller posits that brand equity occurs when a
consumer holds strong and unique brand associations in memory known as brand
knowledge, which is comprised of two related concepts: brand awareness and brand
image. These two concepts are based upon the notion that consumers store product and
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brand information as cognitive associative frameworks. Brand image is conceptualized
as “the set of associations linked to the brand that consumers hold in memory” (p. 2)
while brand awareness refers to one’s capacity to recognize and recall the brand and its
corresponding associations.
Brand image is formed as consumers develop a unique set of associations
regarding a brand. There are many types of brand associations that can include utilitarian
product-related attributes, symbolic benefits, and consumers’ general attitudes towards a
brand (Keller, 1993). Although this list is not exhaustive, it provides a strong sense of
the diverse nature of brand associations. In considering the role of brands in respect to
consumption symbolism, it is the symbolic benefit that brands can provide to a
consumer that warrants further emphasis. These symbolic benefits tend to relate more to
a consumer’s psychological needs such as self-expression, self-esteem, the approval of
others, and the definition of one’s self.

2.5 Self-Concept Theory
In examining the manner in which individuals consume products and brands to
define the self based upon inherent symbolic meaning, it is first necessary to gain an
understanding of the basis of this phenomenon: self-concept theory. One’s self-concept
can be defined as the “totality of the individual’s thoughts and feelings having reference
to himself [or herself] as an object” (Rosenberg, 1979, p. 7). Predominant views within
literature typically maintain a multidimensional approach to self-concept (Sirgy, 1982).
This approach asserts the term actual self in reference to how a person perceives himself
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or herself; ideal self in reference to how a person would like himself or herself to be
perceived by others; and social self in reference to how a person chooses to present
himself, or herself, to others (Burns, 1979; Rosenberg, 1979).
Driving an individual’s desire to consume products that are perceived as
indicative of their actual or ideal self are the motives of self-esteem and self-consistency.
The self-esteem motive dictates that individuals will act in ways, and seek experiences,
that will enhance their self-concept. Relatedly, the motive self-consistency is the
tendency for an individual to act or behave in a manner that is consistent with their own
self-concept (Epstein, 1980). Although it seems intuitive that these two motives exist in
a synergistic relationship, it is possible that conflict occurs (Schlenker, 1980). In the
context of consumption, this derivation from self-consistency motives occurs when
individuals make purchases that fall outside of their self-concept; departure purchases
that are often made on an exploratory basis.
The role of self-concept within the field of consumer behaviour is most
parsimoniously exemplified by the work of Grubb and Grathwohl (1967). The theory
combines the notion of symbolic consumption addressed by Levy (1959), with selfconcept theory in stating that:
1. Self-concept is of value to the individual, and behavior
will be directed toward the protection and enhancement of
self concept.
2. The purchase, display, and use of goods communicates
symbolic meaning to the individual and to others.
3. The consuming behavior of an individual will be directed
towards enhancing self-concept through the consumption
of goods as symbols (Sirgy, 1982, p. 289).
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Thus, individuals can, and do, define themselves based upon the consumption of
value-expressive products, which activate one’s self-concept when faced with
consumption-related situations. This value-expressiveness results from the perceived
product image, which is defined as “the stereotypic image of the generalized product
user” (Sirgy, 1982, p. 288). Munson and Spivey (1980, 1981) state that product images
can occur in two distinct forms. The first reflects the actual self, as the manner in which
one perceives oneself given a preference for a product. For example, an undergraduate
student may choose to purchase an Apple MacBook Pro, as they perceive the typical
user of this product as studious and academically successful. The second reflects the
ideal self as it is defined by how a person believes that other people will view them
given their preference for a particular product. In this case, a student may choose to
purchase the same Apple MacBook Pro because they believe that others view the typical
MacBook user as being intellectual and successful. The consumer opts to purchase the
product, as they believe that the values others associate with the product will be
transferred to their social self.
Within consumer behaviour literature, a commonly used conceptualization of
self-concept is Schenk and Holman’s (1980) situational self-image. Rooted in symbolic
interactionism, situational self-image is based upon the notion that:
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The choice of the self to express in any situation is dependent
upon the others in that situation because those others may
have the ability to apply positive or negative sanctions as a
result of the individual's behavior. As the individual
encounters many different social situations, the individual
develops a repertoire of self-images which are different from
one another and emerge as the situation requires. That self
which is dependent upon the parameters of the social situation
is the situational self image (Schenk & Holman, 1980, p.
611).

The situational self encompasses perceptions, feelings, and attitudes that an
individual wishes others to associate with themselves, while incorporating the multiple
forms of one’s self-concept. As an individual comes to decide which self-image to
convey in response to the situational context, they then begin to look for ways of
expressing it. Unlike personality, which is more concrete and stable over time, the
situational self-concept addresses the variable and multiple states of one’s self-concept.
Each individual may possess more than one self-image, and choose which to display in a
given situation. It is in this manner that differentiated products and brands can be used to
express self-image based upon how an individual wishes to portray themselves in
response to a set of environmental cues. This incorporation of the symbolic meaning
inherent in products and brands into self-concept forms is known as one’s extended self.

2.6 The Extended Self
The notion of one’s extended self, as developed by Belk (1988), views one’s
possessions as being both a major contributor to and a reflection of one’s identity. Belk
asserts the notion that one is what one has, echoing Tuan’s argument that “our fragile
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sense of self needs support, and this we get by having and possessing things because, to
a large degree, we are what we have and what we possess” (1980, p. 472). That which
we own is said to exist as an extension of one’s self as “we may impose our identities on
possessions and possessions may impose their identities upon us” (Belk, 1988, p. 141).
Although similar to other literature on the self and symbolic consumption, Belk’s view
emphasizes the manner of importance that consumers place upon that which they
consume.
The notion of the extended self views possessions as following body parts and
the mind in their centrality to the self. Belk suggests four main ways in which selfextension occurs: “through control and mastery of an object, through creation of an
object, through knowledge of an object, and through contamination via proximity and
habituation to an object” (1988, p. 160). In this regard, of particular importance to one’s
symbolically driven consumption habits is the role of money in self-extension through
the creation of an object. Money endows individuals with the ability to deliberately
acquire or reject a particular consumption item. Sartre (1943) views the purchase of an
object as a form of creation, thus establishing the latent buying power of money as a key
contributor to one’s sense of self.
In examining the symbolic manner in which products exist in the extended self,
Belk notes “possessions can also symbolically extend self, as when a uniform or trophy
allows us to convince ourselves (and perhaps others) that we can be a different person
than we would be without them” (1988, p. 145). Possessions exist as part of the
extended self as one expresses themselves through their possessions, seeks happiness,
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reminds themselves of experiences, accomplishments and others, and even seeks to
create a sense of immortality after death.

2.7 Self-Image/Product-Image Congruity
Sirgy (1982) developed a model of self-image/product-image congruity based
upon the understanding that cues elicited from product-images activate a self-image that
is related to these images. For example, a product, such as a Rolex watch, that is
perceived as being lavish and luxurious may activate a self-image belief of “I am a
person of high social class” or “I am not a person of high social class”. This self-image
belief poses strong implications on consumers’ purchase decisions as the value that the
individual will place on a particular product and its attributes will be influenced by the
activated self-image belief. In the case of the example given, if high social class has a
positive value in relation to the activated self-image belief, then this positive value will
be transferred onto the product; whereas, if high social class has a negative value in
relation to the activated self-image belief, then this negative value will be transferred
onto the product. Sirgy outlines four possible outcomes that can occur as a specific selfimage belief interacts with a corresponding perceived product-image:
“Positive self-congruity—comparison between a positive
product-image perception and a positive self-image belief.
Positive self-incongruity—comparison between a positive
product image perception and a negative self-image belief.
Negative self-congruity—comparison between a negative
product image perception and a negative self-image belief.
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Negative self-incongruity—comparison between a negative
product-image perception and a positive self-image belief.”
(1982, p. 289)

Each of these four self-congruity outcomes has unique implications in respect to
consumers’ purchase decisions. On one end of the spectrum, positive self-congruity will
influence the strongest level of purchase behaviour. On the other end, negative selfincongruity will tend to influence purchase behaviour the least. These effects exist as a
function of the motives of self-esteem and self-consistency. For example, in respect to
self-esteem, a consumer will be driven to purchase a product that is positively viewed in
order to maintain a positive self-image (positive self-congruity) or to enhance oneself by
making a purchase that moves towards an ideal image (positive self-incongruity). On the
other hand, self-consistency motivates a consumer to maintain parity between their self
image beliefs and purchase behaviour (positive and negative self-congruity), and to
minimize potential dissonance created by a discrepancy between the two (positive and
negative self-incongruity). Taken together, the implications of symbolic consumption
and self-congruity theory punctuate the necessity for practitioners to ensure that
products and brands are aligned with either the actual or ideal self-images of their
consumers.

2.8 Self-Brand Connections
Consistent with self-congruity theory, the work of Escalas and Bettman (2003)
examines the manner in which consumers construct and convey themselves through the
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selection of brands possessing a brand-image that is congruent with their self-image.
The authors posit that as a result of the symbolic properties of reference groups they
become linked to brands that said groups are perceived to use. These associations are
then transferred to consumers as they opt to purchase particular brands based upon the
congruency of the brand image with their self-concept. Self-brand connections are more
formally defined as “the extent to which individuals have incorporated brands into their
self concepts” (Escalas & Bettman, 2003, p. 339).
Through two distinct experiments, Escalas and Bettman (2003) investigate this
phenomenon in respect to member and aspirational reference groups. It was found that
the strength of self-brand connections hinges upon the perceived level of belonging to a
member group, or the desire to belong to an aspirational group. In both cases, the higher
the sense or desire of belonging, the greater the strength of the self-brand connection.
Furthermore, self-enhancement and self-verification goals were found to have a strong
impact upon the strength of self-brand connections. For individuals with selfenhancement goals, which are driven by the motive of self-esteem, brands symbolic of
aspirational reference groups resulted in stronger self-brand connections. Conversely,
for individuals with self-verification goals, which are driven by the motive of selfconsistency, member reference groups resulted in stronger self-brand connections.
Escalas and Bettman (2005) add to these findings by highlighting the difference
between in-group vs. out-group effects on the strength of self-brand connections. It was
found that for brands symbolically linked to in-groups, self-brand connections were
enhanced. In contrast, for brands symbolically linked to out-groups, a group to which
one does not belong, there was a strong negative effect on the strength of self-brand
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connections. The authors propose that this finding can be explained by the higher need
for self-differentiation that is characteristic of those with more independent (versus
interdependent) self-concepts. That is, those with independent self-concepts tend to
believe that being linked to an out-group will have much more negative implications
than do interdependent individuals.
As consumers often look to reference groups in forming their thoughts and
beliefs about the world, so too can symbolic brands used by such reference groups be
adopted by consumers in defining and creating their self-concept. Furthermore, selfenhancers form strong connections to brands indicative of aspirational reference groups
enhancing self-esteem, whereas self-verifiers form strong connections to brands
indicative of in-groups maintaining self-consistency. When a brand is strongly linked to
an individual’s self-concept, the resulting strength of the self-brand connection serves as
a strong competitive advantage for the firm behind the brand.

2.9 Brand Engagement
Building upon the concept of self-brand connection, Sprott, Czellar, and
Spangenberg (2009) developed the Brand Engagement in Self-Concept (BESC) scale.
The BESC is built upon the underlying assumption that there are individual variations in
consumers’ formation of brand-related schemas. Some individuals may develop schemas
about how brands are related to their sense of self, while others may not. Thus,
consumers vary in their tendency to incorporate brands in forming their self-concept. An
eight-item scale, the BESC, was designed to operationalize a generalized individual
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tendency to incorporate brands into one’s self-concept. Thus, the focus extends to brands
in general, as opposed to the specific brand approach used in other existing measures of
the incorporation of brands into self-concept.
The BESC scale was initially tested in five separate studies designed to assess
the construct’s ability to affect important aspects of consumers’ brand related behaviour,
and thus justify the merits of the scale within the literature. The first study demonstrated
how BESC relates to the manner in which brands are organized and stored as associative
cognitive frameworks within the minds of consumers. Using an Implicit Association
Test (IAT) methodology (Greenwald et al., 1998) it was shown that increasing levels of
BESC were associated with stronger links between preferred brands and the self and
weaker associations between the self and less preferred brands. Thus, when one thinks
of oneself, their preferred brands are perceived as being more closely related to the self,
and are more readily accessible. Subsequent studies provided evidence to support the
notion that increasing levels of BESC can result in increased brand recall, attentiveness
to branded goods during incidental exposure, preference for overtly branded products,
lower price sensitivity, and a greater willingness to wait for the availability of favoured
products (Sprott et al., 2009).
Taking these findings together, not only does the BESC scale provide further
evidence to support individuals incorporation of products and brands into their selfconcept, it suggests that such brand engagement is present in multiple facets of
consumer behaviour. Not only does brand engagement influence how one defines
oneself, but also the manner in which they think about, purchase, and use brands in their
daily life.
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2.10 Brand Personality and Relationships
As discussed by Keller (2008), practitioners view the definition of self through
symbolic consumption as a key means of differentiating a brand from within a product
category. The infusion of symbolic meaning into brands by marketers is made possible
in part by consumers’ tendency for animism (Gilmore, 1919), in which the inanimate
brand is imbued with human-like personality traits. This results in the creation of a
brand personality, which is formally defined by Aaker as “the set of human
characteristics associated with a brand” (1997, p. 347). It is suggested that the greater
the congruity between the human characteristics displayed by a brand personality and
the actual or ideal self of the consumer, the greater the preference for the brand. Thus,
marketers strive to develop distinct and consistent brand personalities that resonate with
the personality characteristics of their identified target market segments. Additionally,
researchers argue that brand personality can also include demographic factors such as
gender, age, and class, which are indirectly inferred from the user imagery of the brand
(Levy, 1959; McCracken, 1988).
Brands can become imbued with personality traits in both a direct and indirect
manner. In the direct way, this occurs as a result of the people that are associated with
the brand. This may include the prototypical “user” of the brand, the brand’s CEO (e.g.
Richard Branson and Virgin), and the brand’s product spokespersons or endorsers (e.g.
Steve Nash and Vitaminwater). McCracken’s Meaning Transfer Model (1989) describes
the manner in which the personality traits of the individuals associated with the brand
reside within the product and are transferred to the consumer at the time of consumption.
Indirectly, personality traits can become associated with a brand through product-related
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attributes such as brand name, product category associations, advertising, price, and the
brand’s symbol or logo (Batra et al., 1993).
The work of Aaker (1997) further elucidates this concept through the
development of a dimension-based framework of brand personality. Through an
exploratory factor analysis using 631 participants, 37 brands, and 114 personality traits,
Aaker identified five distinct dimensions of brand personality: Sincerity, Excitement,
Competence, Sophistication, and Ruggedness. Referring back to self-congruity theory
(Sirgy, 1982), Aaker’s five dimensions address issues posed by this literature as it shifts
the emphasis to matching a specific, rather than aggregate, brand personality with a
consumer. Thus, it is the dimensions of a brand personality that must be examined rather
than all personality traits in their entirety. For example, sophistication is characterized
by glamour, beauty, and high class, whereas with ruggedness, the focus is on strength
and masculinity. By matching singular dimensions of a brand personality, with
consumer’s self-image or ideal image, marketers are able to increase the value a
consumer places on their brand over that of competing brands in a much more precise
and focused manner.
The evolution of the concept of brand personality, has established brands as
diverse marketing tools. While brands are traditionally viewed as a means of
differentiating one product from another within a given product category, their
personification can influence the formation of active, exchange-based relationships.
Fournier’s (1998) work on the topic of consumer-brand relationships addresses the
legitimacy of a brand as an active relationship partner. Fournier notes “meaningful
relationships are qualified not along symbolic versus functional product categories, or in
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terms of high versus low involvement classes, but by the perceived ego significance of
the chosen brand” (1998, p. 366). The strength and characteristics of these consumerbrand relationships are founded upon the nature of the importance that the brand holds in
the consumer’s life. That is, the manner in which the symbolic meaning inherent in the
brand is incorporated into the consumer’s self-concept.

2.11 A Critique of Symbolic Consumption
In essence, it is human nature to strive to enhance one’s sense of self, and we
will strive to behave in a manner that corresponds with the person that we are and that
we long to become. From an ontological perspective, Sartre (1943) posits that what one
does and how one behaves are a manifestation of the desire to have or to be. In that
sense, it is said, “according to Sartre, possessions are all important to knowing who we
are. People seek, express, confirm, and ascertain a sense of being through what they
have” (Belk, 1988, p. 146). As has been illustrated through an analysis of literature,
consumers readily use the products and brands that they consume as a means of
constructing and communicating the person that they are, and that they wish to become.
It is the symbolism inherent in products and brands that drives this process of symbolic
consumption.
All theories are not without their cynics. In a critique of symbolic consumption,
Douglas and Isherwood argue “to think that a single item can successfully inform others
about us is equivalent to thinking that a single word from a poem can convey the
meaning it creates in the context of the poem” (1979, p. 72). Although the literature
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examined throughout this paper would suggest that this is not the case, it raises a valid
concern that warrants consideration. Examining the role of symbolic consumption in
forming one’s self-concept and identity from the Gestalt approach provides an
interesting response to Douglas and Isherwood’s criticism. The Gestalt approach to
symbolic consumption asserts that a set of multiple consumption items convey a
message together, whereas each product on its own does not (Solomon & Buchanan,
1991). The Gestalt approach would suggest that the set of products one consumes is, in
fact, capable of conveying who one is. Conceding that a single product or brand is
equivalent to a single word in a poem as suggested by Douglas and Isherwood, one word
from a poem, may be just that. However, with a set of symbolically related products and
brands, that single word quickly becomes a verse, then a stanza, and its meaning in the
context of the poem is made clear.

2.12 The Symbolic Interactionism Perspective
Acknowledging the notion that as consumption does not occur in a vacuum and
that products are integral threads in the fabric of social life, Solomon (1983) discusses
what is known as Symbolic Interactionism. The emphasis of symbolic interactionism is
the importance of products in the multiple social roles that individuals assume
throughout their lives. Solomon (1983) argues that “consumers employ product
symbolism to define social reality, and to ensure that behaviors appropriate to that
reality will ensue” (p. 320). Thus, individuals make certain consumption choices based
upon the symbolism inherent in the product or brand and the definition of behaviour in
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response to social roles. Symbolic interactionism advances three key facets: (1) that a
consumer’s self-concept is based upon other’s perceptions and responses, (2) that selfconcept functions to direct behaviour, and (3) that perceptions of these responses reflects
the responses themselves (Kinch, 1967; Solomon, 1983).
According to symbolic interactionism, “looking the part” does not simply occur
with the consumption of one particular product or brand associated with a social role. In
looking back to the case of the bobo, members of this social group looking to transition
to a new earthy and spiritual social role based upon the products that they consume
cannot do so simply by choosing to purchase a Timex Ironman watch over a Rolex.
Such an isolated purchase would not create the desired symbolic meaning. The
subsequent reinforcement from the responses of others necessary to “validate” one’s
claim to a social role requires a more complete constellation of associated products. This
provides a rationale for Brooks’ (2000) observation of bobos’ lavish spending on
products and brands that are indicative of the social role they wish to communicate. It is
“the nature of consumers’ interactions with these symbol systems [that] may determine
their attitude towards them and toward themselves” (Solomon, 1983, p. 327). This
perspective reinforces the notion that the consumption of certain products and brands is
indicative of social roles.
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2.13 The Gestalt Approach to Symbolic Consumption
Building on symbolic interactionism, it is important to note that “cultural
symbols, which are learned through interaction and then come to mediate it, do not exist
in isolation, but are often related to other symbols: sets of symbols are grouped together
as guides to behavior” (Solomon, 1983, p. 321). In respect to the consumption of
products and brands, this interaction can occur in two mutually exclusive ways. A
product constellation can exist as a result of functional complementarity. That is, a
product is consumed with another to facilitate proper operation (Solomon & Buchanan,
1991). For example, the consumption of ground coffee beans will most often require the
use of a coffee maker, filters, mug, and the use of sugar and dairy products. On the other
hand, consistent with the symbolic interactionism approach to consumption, symbolic
complementarity occurs as a set of multiple consumption items convey a message
together, that each product on its own, does not (Solomon & Buchanan, 1991). For
example, a product such as a Bodom French Press coffee maker may not convey much
symbolic meaning on its own, however, when accompanied by fair trade rainforest blend
coffee beans, organic milk, and raw cane sugar, the products can be indicative of a social
role such as the bobo described by Brooks. This is what is known as the Gestalt
approach to consumption.
In traditional economic theory, a particular consumption set of goods is taken to
result in a certain level of utility to a consumer. This level of utility can subsequently be
achieved by interchanging various combinations of products that will result in a
comparable utility level. However, with the Gestalt approach to consumption the utility
of a unified set of products is greater than the sum of its parts. This occurs as clusters of
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products carry with them role information which is used to ensure success in societal
role playing that would not be possible unless the goods are used in the proper
configuration (Solomon, 1983). Thus, consumption constellations are said to exist, as a
Gestalt function of symbolic complementarity as “individuals must use entire
complements of products to play the parts assigned to them in the drama of social life”
(McCracken, 1988a, p. 119). This interdependency is viewed as cultural consistency, a
function of the nature of meaning that is contained in things, the way in which meaning
enters into things, and the manner in which the meaning of things is communicated by
the “object code” (McCracken, 1988a).

2.14 Diderot Unities and the Diderot Effect
In his book, Culture and Consumption, McCracken introduces Diderot unities as
“highly consistent complements of consumer goods” in an effort to address the symbolic
complementarity of consumable items. Such unities are subject to the Diderot effect,
which is said to be the “coercive force that maintains them” (McCracken, 1988, p. 118).
These integral means by which culture controls consumption are based upon a work by
the French Enlightenment philosopher Denis Diderot entitled “Regrets on Parting with
My Old Dressing Gown”. After receiving a new dressing gown as a gift from an
acquaintance, Diderot describes how other items in his study no longer seemed up to
standard. One by one, garments and furnishings were replaced: desks, clocks,
bookshelves. In reflecting on this transformation, Diderot conjectures that it was the
work of that “imperious scarlet robe [which] forced everything else to conform with its
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own elegant tone” (Diderot, 1964, p. 311). The once harmonious consistency of
Diderot’s study had been transformed by the entry of the new robe, suggesting that
products somehow “go together” in patterns of consistency. These patterns of
consistency are what McCracken refers to as Diderot unities.
A Diderot unity can be viewed as synonymous with a consumption constellation.
Expanding on the Gestalt approach, the symbolic properties of material culture exist
such that they must “mean together if they are to mean at all” (McCracken, 1988a, p.
121). It is the associations between companion products that work symbiotically to
create cultural meaning. It is these symbolic properties that bring goods together,
forming unities (or constellations). The Diderot effect can be seen as the “force that
encourages the individual to maintain a cultural consistency in his/her complement of
consumer goods” (McCracken, 1988a, p. 123). The Diderot effect can influence a
consumer in three distinct ways. First, on a base level it works to prevent the entry of a
product whose cultural meaning conflicts with that of the individual’s current set.
Second, a more abstract function follows the example of Diderot’s red dressing gown.
The effect can force an entirely new set of products or brands to be adopted by the
consumer as a result of what is known as a “departure purchase”, which is any purchase
that strays from one’s preexisting unity. Last, an individual can directly manipulate the
effect in order to achieve certain symbolic goals. This traditionally occurs as individuals
intentionally make purchases outside of their existing unity as a means of personal
experimentation, causing an expansion and reimagining of the self. Departure purchases
may be undertaken during a time of transition (e.g. beginning a new job, or entering into
a new stage of education), much like the consumption behaviour displayed by the bobos.
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2.15 The Framework and Structure of Consumption Constellations
As previously disccused, consumers use the symbolic meaning inherent in sets of
products and brands in perceiving and enacting social roles (Solomon, 1988). Social
roles are seen as a group identity that is centered on forms of expressive symbolism such
that the group’s self-definition is derived from this common symbol system, defining the
group’s personality (Magaro & Ashbrook, 1985; Solomon, 1988). It is based upon this
notion that observations about the products and brands that one consumes are encoded
as attributes used to define, retrieve, and assign meaning to a certain social role. Much
like how the objective of the bobo is to be observed stepping out of a Range Rover HSE
in metropolitan New York wearing a Patagonia ultra-light down jacket, Merrell hiking
boots, and carrying a bag of organic produce and be perceived by others to be part of an
aspired to social role. Solomon established the theoretical framework for consumption
constellations through the elicitation of consumption stimuli, the assessment of the
degree of consensus across constellations, and the investigation of role knowledge and
role aspiration as mediators of both category content and structure.
Solomon (1988) required participants to list products (via free response) that
they associated with one of nine pretested occupation-based social roles. Responses
were elicited based upon five categories: alcoholic beverages, records and tapes,
magazines and newspapers, toiletries, and automobiles. By taking a social-categorization
approach to consumption symbolism, based upon the results it can be posited that
consensual product constellations do exist in response to social roles and that these
constellations can, in fact, be evoked and are quantifiable. Furthermore, the research
identifies role aspiration and role knowledge as mediators of the structure of
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consumption constellations. Wherein, consumers high in knowledge regarding a social
role were found to exhibit a greater degree of consensus amongst their product
associations and those with a low aspiration to occupy a social role were likewise found
to exhibit a greater degree of consensus (stereotyping) amongst their product
associations.
The work of Solomon and Buchanan (1991) addresses one of the key limitations
of the initial work on consumption constellations: generalizability. Similar to Solomon
(1988), the research seeks to identify and measure the existence of consumption
constellations. However, it does so via a large-scale, national, survey-based
methodology adding a degree generalizability of the findings. Additionally, it focuses on
actual joint consumption as opposed to consumer perceptions of consumption
constellations. The study uses the Simmons study, an annual U.S. nationwide self-report
survey collecting consumption, psychographic, and demographic data. In order to elicit a
consumption constellation from this data, the study adopts the social role of the yuppie,
or Young Urban Professional. At the time of the study, the yuppie traditionally
represented those between 25-40 years of age, that are educated, affluent, situated in
urban areas, and that possess a tendency towards “a whole pattern of elitist
consumption” (Belk, 1986, p. 515).
Based upon the yuppie profile, the initial data set was constrained to yield a
sample of 1,197 respondents that fit the general description. Furthermore, eight classes
of consumption items were defined based upon this profile. By computing joint
consumption ratios for each of the 28 possible pairs of consumption items, Solomon
provides strong support for the existence of consumption constellations. That is, the
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yuppie social role was found to demonstrate consumption constellation effects.
Although the strength of the constellations themselves was relatively small, the results
still suggest that the eight products chosen were more associated with the yuppie role
than with the general population. Given the broad way in which the social roles, and
consumption items were defined, this lack of constellation strength does not seem out of
place. However, this loose definition of social roles alone does not seem sufficient to
account for the lack of constellation strength. Symbolic complementarity was shown to
be a strong measure of the degree of association between products that are consumed by
people occupying the same social role, despite the products being functionally unrelated.

2.16 Aspirational, Avoidance, and Occupied Constellations
The work of Englis & Solomon (1995) focuses on the cognitive organization of
consumption patterns as consumers associate products with different lifestyles and how
this varies in respect to marketer generated PRIZM (Claritas, Inc.) lifestyle categories.
That is, the degree to which the perception of difference in patterns of consumption are
used to represent a degree of meaning in response to lifestyle groups or social roles.
Aspirational and avoidance, occupied, and irrelevant (control) social roles were
established through the pretesting of the PRIZM lifestyle segments. An aspirational role
is one that a consumer views as being particularly desirable; a social role that an
individual wants to occupy in the future. An avoidance role is one that is particularly
undesirable; a role that a consumer will take specific precautions to eschew. An
occupied role represents a social role that the consumer currently represents. The
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elicitation of consumption constellations for each of the pretested segments was carried
out using an open-ended product elicitation task similar to that used by Solomon (1988).
Following the collection of data, the content of the consumption constellations was
compared to the actual PRIZM market data for each of the four reference groups. This
was done in order to measure the degree of accuracy, richness, and consensus amongst
constellations for each reference group highlighting differences in constellation
structure.
The results confirmed the proposed hypotheses. With aspirational constellations,
accuracy was high relative to all other reference groups. The content of aspirational
constellations most accurately reflected market data, as consumers are highly motivated
to learn about an aspired lifestyle. Consensus, on the other hand, was lowest for
aspirational constellations reflecting acceptable variations in behaviour as a result of the
high degree of role knowledge. In respect to avoidance constellations, accuracy was the
lowest for this reference group compared to all others. There is little incentive to learn
about the role, causing a high degree of stereotyping to occur. Consensus was found to
be the highest for avoidance constellations, contributing further to the existence of
stereotyping. Taken together, these findings showed an interaction between accuracy
and consensus when examined in relation to solely aspirational versus avoidance
constellations. Consensus for aspirational group constellations was found to be low
relative to accuracy, whereas accuracy levels were found to be low relative to consensus
for avoidance group constellations.
The findings of Englis and Solomon (1995) further support the notion that
consumer knowledge about products and consumption activities is organized in part by a
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product’s symbolic representation of particular lifestyle categories and social roles. Of
particular importance, these findings demonstrate that consumers form consumption
constellations in response to perceptions of both negatively or positively viewed social
roles. This can be illustrated by the manner in which bobos stigmatize and avoid
products seen as representative of the traditional bourgeois, while actively striving to
lavishly consume products perceived as representative of a more positively viewed
lifestyle. The findings provide strong evidence to support the existence of avoidance,
aspirational, and occupied constellations and the polar differences in their structure.

2.17 Anti-Constellations
In examining the dark side of consumption, Hogg (1998) extends constellation
literature through the development of anti-constellations. Anti-constellations are best
described as “the negative aspects of symbolic consumption represented by the
combination of products and brands which consumers have rejected” (Hogg, 1998, p.
113). Similar to Englis and Solomon’s (1995) avoidance constellations, consumers use
the positive and negative symbolic meaning derived from their consumption choices in
the creation and maintenance of social and cultural identities (McCracken, 1988a).
Consumers with negative affect towards a particular social role might avoid the purchase
of such products as a way to distance themselves from the stigmatized role (Solomon &
Assael, 1987). In considering Brooks’ bobos, these individuals may not only strive to
purchase products that are symbollically representative of a desired lifestyle, they may
actively try to avoid the purchase of combinations of products that are symbolically
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representative of the undesirable “white collar” lifestyle. Shunning a Mercedes-Benz
and a designer business suit (representative of a negatively viewed social role) in favour
of a Jeep Wrangler and a pair of hiking boots (representative of a positively viewed
social role).
Identified in Hogg’s (1995) earlier work, anti-constellations emerged as being
indicative of two aspects of consumers’ negative choices: non-choice and anti-choice.
Non-choice represents products that are simply not purchased by a consumer, often
because they exist outside of current financial means. It was shown that non-choice is
influenced by the factors: affordability, availability, and accessibility. Consistent with
non-choice, these factors tend to reflect a consumer’s means, rather than symbolic
meaning, as the reason for anti-consumption. Anti-choice on the other hand, represents
products that are intentionally not purchased because they are viewed as being
inconsistent with the consumer’s other product and brand choices. It was found that
anti-choices are influenced by the three factors of abandonment, avoidance, and aversion
(Bourdieu, 1984; Wilk, 1994, 1995, 1996). Abandonment occurs as consumption
choices are cast off due to their association with a formerly occupied social role.
Avoidance reflects the behavioural aspects of attitude as individuals look to minimize
possible consumption choices that could possess negative symbolic associations. Lastly,
aversion represents a strong expression of distaste involving the affective aspects of
attitudes. Aversion is a definitive decision not to consume (Hogg, 1998). Although the
research examined thus far shows that consumers organize consumption information in
respect to positively or negatively perceived reference groups, much like other category
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knowledge, it provides little understanding of the cognitive processes that are
responsible for how these perceived consumption patterns are encoded in memory.

2.18 Consumption Constellations as a Cognitive Associative Framework
In an attempt to gain insight into the influence of the cognitive processes
associated with consumption constellations, the work of Lowrey et al. (2001) examines
this framework using a response latency methodology. As has been shown in previous
literature, participants may choose some products over others in order to communicate
their affiliation with a desired social group (aspirational constellations). Conversely,
they may be averse to other products that are viewed as being symbolically linked to a
negatively stigmatized social group (avoidance constellations) (Englis & Solomon,
1995). Lowrey et al. posit that products that are so firmly embedded in memory should
be much easier to retrieve in that “a consumption constellation (symbolic product
complementarity) be considered an object, complete with its own attribute structure and
cognitive network linking it to other structures in memory” (Lowrey et al., 2001, p. 30).
The research explores the extent to which consumption constellations exist as cognitive
associative frameworks within the minds of consumers and what factors influence the
strength of these associations.
As past research has shown (Solomon, 1988; Solomon & Buchanan, 1991;
Englis & Solomon, 1995), traditional measures such as free response or questionnaires
are useful in establishing the symbolic complementarity between products. However,
this data does not allow for the differentiation between varying levels of association in
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consumers’ minds. In response to this, Lowrey et al. used a response latency
methodology (Fazio, 1990) to differentiate between strongly linked and weakly linked
products and social roles. As a response latency is defined as the interval of time
between the presentation of a stimulus and the resulting response, it has been used to
investigate cognitive processes such as construct formation, processing efficiency,
associative strength, and accessibility in memory (Fazio, 1990). Thus, constellations that
are expected to be more accessible or strongly held by consumers should yield faster
response times in comparison to those expected to be less accessible or weakly held. The
faster the response time to a stimulus, the more accessible the construct is. Lowrey et al.
used PRIZM lifestyle clusters, similar to that of Solomon (1988). PRIZM clusters use
U.S. zip codes to classify inhabitants of various regions by lifestyle type based upon
existing consumption and demographic data. An adapted lexical priming method in
which an aspirational or avoidance lifestyle description was used to elicit the desired
construct. Participants were presented with a product or brand and required to decide
whether it belonged to the primed social reference group or not. The response latency in
making this decision served as the dependent variable in their analysis.
In this exploratory study, Lowrey et al. identify three possible processing
alternatives: (1) a main effect of elicitation cue; (2) an interaction between stimulus and
elicitation; and (3) a main effect of stimulus. First, a main effect of elicitation cue would
be indicative that the accessibility is a function of the set size of the constellations.
Reaction times would be faster for any stimulus cue in relation to the avoidance
elicitation cue compared to the aspirational cue, as avoidance constellations have been
shown to have fewer total items (Solomon & Englis, 1995). Second, an elicitation ×
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stimulus interaction would suggest that constellations are distinct associative networks
that are only activated by construct-congruent stimuli. Response times would be faster
for aspirational (avoidance) stimuli following an aspirational (avoidance) elicitation cue,
than an avoidance (aspirational) cue. Such a finding would be represented by an
interaction between stimulus and elicitation cue. Third, a main effect of stimuli would
embody the relevance to one’s possible future self as the primary factor in determining
constellation accessibility. This alternative considers that people tend to rehearse their
idealized selves (Higgins, 1987; Markus and Nurius, 1986) and therefore brands
belonging to an idealized self will likewise be more rehearsed. As noted by Lowrey et
al. (2001), “ if people are more likely to focus on and rehearse what they do aspire to
own than what they do not, there would be more opportunities to form links in memory
between these highly rehearsed brands and any other information that is salient at the
time, including other lifestyle categories” (p. 34). In this regard, compared to avoidance
brands, aspirational brands should exhibit both greater interconnectedness in memory,
and more connections between aspirational brands and other role information.
Individuals should be faster at providing the correct yes or no response in response to
aspirational products and brands than avoidance, resulting in a main effect of stimuli as
aspirational stimuli display faster latencies than avoidance stimuli.
Reflecting processing alternative three, Lowrey et al. (2001) found that
participants yielded faster response times for aspirational stimuli than for avoidance
stimuli. Faster response times were recorded for both construct-congruent and constructincongruent aspirational stimuli compared to avoidance stimuli. This main effect of
stimulus suggests both a greater degree of interconnectedness among aspirational brands
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and more connections between aspirational brands and other non-aspirational
information in memory. The findings support not only the notion that consumption
constellations exist as cognitive associative networks, but that each type of constellation
tested (aspirational/avoidance) possesses unique properties. The faster response times
for aspirational stimuli suggest that aspirational constellations are better formed in the
minds of consumers, as this information is more easily accessible. This reflects the
greater desire to learn about aspirational lifestyles opposed to avoidance lifestyles as
discussed in previous literature (Englis & Solomon, 1995). Taken together with previous
research, a strong basis for the existence of consumption constellations as associative
networks in memory has been established. However, this research provides little insight
into the structure and development of these constellations and what factors influence this
accessibility.

2.19 The Development of Consumption Constellations
Building further upon literature, research conducted by Chaplin and Lowrey
(2010) provides a significant contribution to the understanding of the content, structure,
and development of consumption constellations. The researchers emphasize a need for
the definition of consumption constellations to reflect the consumer tendency to perceive
products/brands as inseparably interconnected with image-rich, role-related information
such as personality, demographics, and psychographics. Such would be a definition
reflecting consumption constellations from a consumer, as opposed to a marketer’s
perspective. This identified need resulted in the definition of consumer-based
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consumption constellations, which are said to be “a collection of complementary
products, brands, consumption activities, and other image-rich descriptions that
consumers may use to construct, signify, or perform a social role, including, but not
limited to, personality traits, demographics, and psychographic descriptions” (Chaplin &
Lowrey, 2010, p. 758).
Applying this newly revised definition of consumer-based consumption
constellations, Chaplin and Lowrey examine the development of consumption
constellations in children through to adolescence (age 5-16). More specifically, the
research examined the development of constellation structure over time, the content of
children’s constellations, the rigidity with which they are held, and the level of their
accessibility in memory. In the first study, consumption constellations were elicited by
instructing participants to describe the social role of the “cool kid” through the creation
of collages, a method that has been previously used to study children’s development of
product and brand symbolism (Chaplin & John, 2005, 2007). The method was chosen as
it is an unstructured method that allows constellations to be generated from the
consumer’s perspective as opposed to the marketer’s perspective. The “cool kid” social
role was pretested amongst the sample population to ensure that it would possess a
significant degree of relevance for the participant sample. The study was conducted
using a balanced sample of third, fifth, and seventh grade students. The resulting
constellations were assessed via the number of elements present in each collage (size),
the number of symbolic clusters present (role dimensions), the total number of
connections made between these clusters (symbolic complementarity), and the number
of products and brands in each collage.
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As hypothesized, there was a non-linear trend in both the size and number of
clusters of the constellations. Third graders had fewer total elements and clusters than
fifth graders, who in turn had more than seventh graders. This finding indicates more
rigid constellations forming as children enter adolescence. An increasing linear trend
was found with respect to both the number of products and brands used, and the number
of connections made between collage elements. Specifically, fifth graders used more
products and brands and made more connections than third graders, and seventh graders
made more than fifth graders. Additionally, the findings shed light upon how age
differences affect the extent to which constellation content is organized via role
schemas. Younger children explained the content and linkages within their collage based
on singular episodic experiences, whereas those entering early adolescence tended to use
more generalized role schemas. Nearly all of the collages contained connections
between personality, demographic, or psychographics and products or brands, with few
direct connections between products and brands themselves. The findings of this first
study provide initial insight into the development and content of children’s consumerbased consumption constellations.
In the second study, Chaplin and Lowrey replicated the methodology of the first
study with the addition of a second “quiet kid” social role, along with the inclusion of
both first and tenth grade age groups. The findings replicate that of the first study. In
addition, first graders did not substantially differ from third graders across any of the
measures, suggesting minimal difference between these two stages of development in
respect to constellation content and formation. Furthermore, tenth graders’ collages
included more total elements, clusters, connections, and brands than seventh graders but
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not more products. With respect to differences between the constellations of the cool kid
and the quiet kid, collages for the quiet kid were smaller and exhibited a higher degree
of consensus across all age groups. These findings are not surprising looking back at the
work of Englis and Solomon (1995) that concluded that consensus should be highest for
constellations formed in relation to an avoidance group. Although the authors effectively
elucidate the structure and content of children’s consumption constellations through the
first two studies; they do not provide an understanding of how accessible these
constellations are in children’s memory.
In the third study, Chaplin and Lowrey address the accessibility of the
corresponding consumer-based consumption constellations as a function of age. This
study followed a similar methodology to that of Lowrey et al. (2001) using response
time measures as the dependent variable, with faster reaction times indicating more
accessible constructs. Using aspirational (cool kid) and avoidance (quiet kid) elicitation
cues, children were asked to respond to aspirational and avoidance stimuli as they were
presented. These stimuli consisted of products and brands, along with non-branded
consumer goods. Preliminary analysis showed that children did not differ in their ability
to complete a baseline response time task regardless of age.
A main effect of age was found. Seventh graders demonstrated faster response
times than did fifth graders and fifth graders demonstrated faster response times than did
third graders. This suggests that the accessibility of consumption constellations in
children’s minds increases as a linear function of age. Furthermore, a main effect of
stimulus was found. Across all age groups, aspirational stimuli resulted in faster
response times than did avoidance stimuli. That is, participants were faster to respond
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with the appropriate yes/no response when presented with an aspirational stimulus than
with an avoidance stimulus. Confirming the findings of Lowrey et al. (2001), further
support that aspirational constellations are more accessible in consumers’ minds than are
avoidance constellations was found. As age was not found to affect children’s response
times, these findings suggest that it is individual differences, opposed to age, that
facilitate the availability of constellation information.
In discussing these results, Chaplin and Lowrey use Erikson’s Stages of
Psychosocial Development (Erikson, 1956, 1963). In Erikson’s fourth stage of
development (age 5-11), social interaction amongst children increases as they begin to
experience an initial sense of independence. Thus, potentially accounting for the
increased openness of children in this stage as illustrated by much broader consumption
constellations. In Erikson’s fifth stage (age 12-18), early adolescents tend to be more
rigid during the period of transition experienced as they prepare to enter high school.
Stereotypes become more tightly held. As adolescents grow older they become better
able to elucidate different ways to define themselves as they begin to form their identity.
This provides an explanation as to why tenth graders formed much broader and less rigid
constellations than seventh graders. Taken together, these results provide strong support
for the impact that development may have on the cognitive associative framework of
consumption constellations. Additionally, it highlights the importance of examining this
developmental basis for consumption constellation theory in respect to other stages of
development.
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2.20 Furthering Our Understanding of Consumption Constellations
Significant developments have been made in understanding the theoretical
underpinnings and framework of consumption constellations. The review of
consumption constellation literature has provided strong support for the existence and
structure of consumption constellations (Solomon, 1988; Englis & Solomon, 1995), the
extent to which they exist as cognitive associative frameworks in the minds of
consumers (Lowrey et al., 2001), and how the accessibility of this framework is
impacted throughout childhood development. However, the most recent findings are still
relatively nascent and further research must be conducted. In acknowledging the integral
role that development plays in consumption constellations, it is imperative to note that
this only provides an initial glimpse at the true impact of psychosocial development in
constellation accessibility and structure. Development literature has not been examined
in respect to any other stages in the life course. This is particularly interesting
considering that a demographic such as the undergraduate student population has been
the basis for a large portion of past consumption constellation research. Taking this into
consideration, the review of extant literature continues with a focus on understanding the
psychosocial development of this demographic, along with its potential role in the
structure and accessibility of consumption constellations.

2.21 Psychosocial Development in Undergraduate Students
Chaplin and Lowrey (2010) identified Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial
Development (1963, 1968) as a potential explanatory factor in differences in children’s
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accessibility of consumption constellations. According to Erikson’s framework, a person
in the transition from late adolescence to early adulthood exists either in the fifth stage
of identity versus role confusion, the sixth stage of intimacy versus isolation, or
somewhere in between. Occurring through to late adolescence, the fifth stage of identity
versus role confusion follows the physiological revolution of puberty as individuals are
“primarily concerned with what they appear to be in the eyes of others as compared with
what they feel they are, and with the question of how to connect to roles and skills
cultivated earlier [in life] with the occupational prototypes of the day” (Erikson, 1963, p.
261). This integration occurs through the formation of ego identity: the accrued
experience of the ability of the ego to incorporate all identifications with the changes in
the libido, with endowed aptitudes, and with opportunities offered by various social
roles.
The key issue during this stage is that of role confusion - one’s inability to settle
upon an identity. In an attempt to maintain order during this stage, there is a tendency to
over identify to the point of a complete loss of identity. This defense against identity
confusion often results in the conventionalization of both in-groups (a group the
individual perceives themselves to be a member of) and out-groups (a group that the
individual does not perceive themselves to be a member of) - stereotyping oneself,
one’s ideals, and others. An individual’s mind during this stage exists in a state of
moratorium between adolescence and adulthood.
Erikson’s sixth stage of development is characterized by one’s tradeoff, or
acceptance of, intimacy versus isolation. It is in this stage that “the young adult,
emerging from the search for and the insistence on identity, is eager and willing to fuse
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his identity with that of others” (Erikson, 1963, p. 263). What is important to note with
this stage of development is that it is marked by one’s readiness and ability to share their
identity with others. Thus, one does not enter into this stage of adulthood until the
individual has formed their concrete identity. This observation punctuates the
importance of identity development as a key facilitator of an individual’s progression
from late adolescence into early adulthood, which occurs during their transition between
the fifth and sixth stage of development. As such, in examining the formation of
consumption constellations in respect to differences in the psychosocial development of
these individuals, it is necessary to further examine the important role played by ego
identity during this stage of transition.

2.22 Ego Identity
Ego identity can be defined as “the traits and characteristics, social relations,
roles, and social group memberships that define who one is” (Oyserman et al., 2012, p.
69). Much of the research integrating this concept of identity into the field of marketing
and consumer behaviour has focused upon how identity signaling, activation, and
salience impact consumers purchase decisions (e.g. Berger & Heath, 2007; Forehand et
al., 2002; 2011; Reed II, 2004). Although this research provides strong implications for
consumption behaviour theory, it focuses on the present activation and manipulation of
salient identities or social roles. What this literature does not address is the development
of identity and its psychosocial underpinnings. That is, identity as formed and molded
during the stages of adolescent psychosocial development. As adolescents begin to
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consolidate identity during the transition into early adulthood, identity does not exist in
one concrete state, but rather in a state of flux.
Erikson (1968) noted how one’s sense of ego identity is shaped by three
interacting elements: one’s biological characteristics, one’s own unique psychological
needs, interests, and defenses, and the cultural milieu in which one resides. It is these
sociocultural milieus that provide opportunities for expression as well as recognition of
biological and psychological needs and interests. Identity development involves finding
social roles and niches within the larger community that provide a good fit for these
needs and interests. Initial resolutions to this task are undertaken as one sets up
vocational and interpersonal structures for adult life.

2.23 Consumption Constellations and Ego Identity
Erikson (1963) states that the transition between late adolescence and early
adulthood is marked by the consolidation of one’s identity. As ego identity encompasses
traits, characteristics, social relations, roles, and social group memberships that define
who one is, the ties between identity and consumption constellations begin to develop.
As consumption constellations are formed in respect to an individual’s view of a social
role, the concept of identity is strongly intertwined with these perceptions. As how an
individual chooses to define himself or herself is influenced by perceptions of these
social roles and groups, so should perceptions of these social roles be influenced by how
one chooses to define themselves. That is, the strength in which one’s identity is formed
at any given point in this stage of development should affect how one defines
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themselves in respect to external social roles. Identity state should affect how strongly
held one’s perceptions of reference groups will be, along with the cognitive structure of
the consumption constellations that occur in response to these social roles.
In examining consumption constellations, it is useful to consider the foundational
role of consumption symbolism (McCracken, 1988) in respect to ego identity. It is the
symbolic meaning that is associated with self-definition through consumption that is the
theoretical base of consumption constellations. This self-definition through products and
brands can be said to exist as a function of identity. Consumption constellations are
formed as individuals actively strive to consume sets of products and brands that are
perceived as being indicative of certain social roles. How an individual perceives these
social roles is strongly influenced by the current state of formation of their own identity,
and the factors that were incorporated in its formation.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the time orientation of identity strongly
aligns with consumption constellation theory. It seems intuitive that identity can be
focused on the present (i.e., what is true of one now). However, identity can exist
outside of this present focus. It can reflect the past – what used to be true of oneself – or
the future – the person that one wishes to become, the person that one feels an obligation
to become, or the person that one fears that they may become (Oyserman et al., 2012).
The implications of this exist in respect to the manner in which one identifies with the
social roles that one uses to form corresponding aspirational, and avoidance
constellations. Aspirational constellations can be said to exist as a function of one’s
future-framed identity, the person that one wishes to become, as reflected by a positively
viewed social role. Similarly, literature has shown that an individual’s evaluation of a
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social role in forming an avoidance constellation can be influenced by previous
experience, familial influences, and social group pressure (Englis & Solomon, 1995).
Thus, avoidance constellations reflect past identity, what used to be true of oneself, or
future identity, the person that one fears they may become.
Taken together, this review of literature emphasizes the need for the
consideration of ego identity in an examination of consumption constellations during the
transition from late adolescence to early adulthood. This results from the relation
between consumption constellations and the role of identity in late adolescent
development, its time orientations, and its impact on symbolic consumption. As coined
by Erikson (1963), this period represents a time of identity crisis. Individuals differ in
respect to identity formation: some individuals have developed rigidly held identities
during the latter stages of this age range, while others may be merely beginning the
process. An important implication is that this difference amongst the population should
have an influence on the structure and content of an individual’s cognitive associative
consumption constellation framework. Therefore, accounting for identity formation
versus identity crisis amongst an undergraduate sample should stand to provide strong
insights into the impact of psychosocial development in the accessibility of consumption
constellations. However, in more recent years, societal trends have resulted in a period
known as emerging adulthood, which was resulted in this stage of development being
much more scattered and delayed than in the time of Marcia’s and Erikson’s work.
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2.24 Emerging Adulthood
The increasing individualization of the life course in Western countries has
placed young people in charge of their own life paths. The loosening of societal and
economic pressure in respect to the once normative paths for marriage, occupation,
education, and residence have become stretched and delayed for many of these
individuals. This concomitant separation of adolescence from adulthood has resulted in a
new life stage, during which identity is most likely to be consolidated (Schwartz et al.,
2010). This concept of emerging adulthood is described as a period of development
occurring from the late teens to mid-twenties (18-25), extending the transition from late
adolescence to early adulthood. Rooted in Erikson’s stages of psychosocial development
(Erikson, 1963; 1968) this period is seen as one of prolonged adolescence as a function
of the psychosocial moratorium, “during which the young adult through free role
experimentation may find a niche in some section of his society” (Erikson, 1968, p.
156).
Literature has shown that this period is unique demographically, subjectively,
and in terms of an individual's identity formation (Arnett, 2000). In respect to
demographics, emerging adulthood is distinct in that it is the only period of one’s life in
which nothing is normative demographically (Clark, 2009). Such is due in part to
Erikson’s moratorium, reflecting the high level of exploration and experimentation that
occurs in this period. This group is less likely to be constrained by role requirements,
causing demographic status to be unpredictable at best (Arnett, 2000). Emerging
adulthood is unique subjectively as most emerging adults feel that they are no longer
adolescents, but have not reached the stage of young adulthood. Thus, the concept of
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emerging adulthood creates a degree of ambiguity in examining identity formation
amongst the undergraduate student population, as this shift has delayed and scattered
this period of development for these individuals, in contrast to traditional views of
identity.
Previous literature has often used demographic categories to benchmark one’s
transition into adulthood, and thus identity consolidation (Arnett 1997; Green, Wheatley,
& Aldava, 1992). However, it is the individualistic qualities of character that matter
most to emerging adults in their subjective attainment of identity consolidation and
entrance into adulthood. The three most common criteria cited have been accepting
responsibility for one’s self, making independent decisions, and becoming financially
independent (Arnett, 2000). These individualistic measures of subjective attainment of
adulthood strongly reflect one of the key features of emerging adulthood: identity
formation. The role of identity formation as a measure of emerging adults’ attainment of
adulthood emphasizes its importance in one’s transition from late adolescence into early
adulthood.
Consider, for example, two students both twenty-two years of age and in their
final year of their undergraduate degree. One of these students has formed a rigid
identity by this stage. He or she has secured a position with a firm in their field of work,
has a serious relationship, and will soon be entering the role of a spouse and head of a
household. The other has listlessly drifted through their degree and has no real plans for
their future. Their immediate plans are based upon returning to live with their parents
and working menial jobs to pay down student loans. Although both of these individuals
are of the same age and level of education, they will vary greatly in respect to their
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identity formation, along with the rigidity in which they view other social roles. In
relation to consumption constellation theory, the solidified identity demonstrated by the
first profile will tend to result in a rigid view of external social roles. The second profile
demonstrates a more exploratory and ambiguous state of identity formation as a result of
the loosening pressures of today’s society resulting in a more open and curious view
towards the social roles on which consumption constellations are based.
Arnett’s (2000) notion of emerging adulthood provides a strong roadblock in the
examination of identity as a factor in consumption constellation structure and
accessibility. The emerging adulthood stage of development, characterized by a shift in
exploration and consolidation of identity, suggests that identity development can take
place in any level of this development and occurs between a broader age range of 18-25.
Furthermore, Arnett suggests that “it is only in the transition from emerging adulthood
to young adulthood in the late twenties that the diversity narrows and instability eases,
as young people make enduring choices in love and work” (2000, p. 471).
As economic pressures facing the North American family have lessened relative
to past generations, emerging adulthood tends to be further characterized by a shift in
financial dependence as a result of a prolonged dependence on parental support. Some
individuals may in fact consume products that exist well outside their financial means,
reflecting the consumption habits of an aspirational social role, whereas others consume
largely within their financial means, reflecting an occupied social role. Emerging
adulthood accentuates the need to identify an encompassing measure of identity if it is to
be examined in relation to consumption constellation literature.
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2.25 Observing Identity
A significant issue with respect to ego identity research is that identity cannot be
easily observed. It is examined through various latent constructs that are being dissected
and developed by researchers on a recurring basis. However, at the base of these
operationalized constructs of identity lie measurable behaviours that are seen as
occurring as a result of having formed, or not formed, one’s identity (Marcia & Kroger,
2011). Drawing from the work of Erikson (1963), these behaviours are observed in
reaction to two key issues that face late adolescents in the transition to adulthood or, in
light of recent research, emerging adulthood.
The first builds upon Erikson’s statement that it “is the inability to settle on an
occupation – which disturbs young people” (1963, p. 252). The act of choosing an
occupation encompasses a large portion of Erikson’s identity criteria. It involves the
“[integration of] constitutional givens, idiosyncratic libidinal needs, favored capacities,
significant identifications, successful sublimations, and consistent roles” (Erikson, 1969,
p. 116). Consider this in respect to the initial operationalization of the concept of ego
identity: choosing an occupation involves the solidification of the traits, characteristics,
roles, and social group memberships that comprises one’s identity. The second is based
upon “something-between-a-theory-and-a-religion… a necessity for the growing ego –
which must include but transcend the past, even as identity does” (Erikson, 1963, p. 97).
It is this formation of a personally and socially relevant ideology that integrates
significant interactions and consistent roles in contributing to the development of one’s
identity (Marcia & Kroger, 2011).
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Transforming the factors of occupation and ideology into more behaviour-based
concepts are the criteria of exploration and commitment. Exploration refers to the rethinking and trial of various possible roles and life plans. It is very similar to Erikson’s
notion of identity crisis. It is in this state that late adolescents are actively engaged in
making decisions between meaningful alternatives (Marcia & Kroger, 2011). It is often
observed in periods of transition, such as the shift from secondary school to postsecondary institutions that occurs during late adolescence to early adulthood. Second, is
the notion of commitment, which refers to the degree of personal investment that the
individual expresses in a course of action or belief. This notion of commitment can be
said to be indicative of the period of time that identity begins to become constructed as
individuals make committed decisions about “who to be, with which group to affiliate,
what beliefs to adopt, what interpersonal values to espouse, and what occupational
direction to pursue” (Marcia, 1993, p. 7). This interaction of occupation and ideology
with exploration and commitment comprises the foundation of the four key identity
statuses, which provide for an indepth assessment of one’s state of ego identity
development.

2.26 The Four Ego Identity Statuses
The four ego identity statuses were first identified by Marcia (1966), as a
function of Erikson’s concepts of occupation and ideological commitment. The criteria
used in establishing identity status are comprised of the distinct variables of crisis
(Marcia initially used the term crisis to refer to exploration) and commitment applied to
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occupational choice, religion, and political ideology. In measuring identity status,
Marcia separated Erikson’s (1963) singular term “ideology” into two separate ideologies
of religion and politics. These criteria were incorporated to form the unique identity
statuses of identity achievement, identity diffusion, foreclosure, and moratorium.
2.26.1 Identity Achievement.
An identity achievement status individual has experienced a period of crisis and
has reached a level of commitment to an occupation and an ideology. This occurs
following the consideration of a number of occupational choices resulting in an
individual, although often socially influenced, decision. In this state, identity is viewed
as being much more stable and unaffected by environmental shifts. Thus, one’s identity
is more rigidly defined and held in the identity achievement status.
2.26.2 Identity Diffusion.
The key indicator of identity diffusion is an individual’s lack of commitment. An
identity diffuser may or may not have experienced a crisis period; this element of
exploration is not a main factor defining these individuals. There is much indecision
regarding occupation, and an impression that any choice could be easily abandoned
should another opportunity arise. Indecision is highly predominant. An individual in a
state of identity diffusion shows a general disinterest in ideology formation, choosing
rather to view one ideology as being just as good as another. Thus, identity is more in a
state of flux rather than being rigidly formed. There is no real sense of identity crisis, as
the individual is not actively searching for his or her own particular niche. Apathy is a
key theme amongst identity diffusers.
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2.26.3 Foreclosure.
The status of foreclosure consists of individuals that are not experiencing a crisis,
yet are fully committed. These individuals are highly unaffected by social influences.
They are in the process of becoming what was intended for them since childhood.
Parental ideologies are typically shared and internalized reflecting a identity that is
strongly formed in response to past experience.
2.26.4 Moratorium.
An individual in a state of moratorium is experiencing the exploratory crisis
stage, however their potential commitments are unclear. The key distinction between the
identity diffusion and moratorium statuses is that moratorium individuals have the
appearance of being in an active struggle to make commitments. The crisis in this case
arises as the individual attempts to balance parental pressures, societal demands, and
personal capabilities. Thus, the individual faces the decision between who they wish to
become and who they feel obligated to become, reflecting the future focused orientation
of identity. Ideologically speaking these individuals are in a state of confusion;
attempting to answer internal questions that often appear unanswerable.

2.27 Measuring Identity State
As this thesis sets out to provide initial research examining the role of ego
identity status on the accessibility of consumption constellations, emphasis has been
placed upon utilizing the components of exploration and commitment, opposed to the
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four ego identity statuses. However, the use of the Marcia’s four statuses presents a
progressive step for future research once the impact of exploration and commitment can
be understood. In order to examine the role of ego identity status in the accessibility of
consumption constellations, an adequate measure must be identified for its use in this
context. Thus, this thesis continues with a review and analysis of measures of identity
status, in order to determine an effective measure.
2.27.1 Ego Identity Incomplete Sentences Blank (EI-ISB)
The first method considered for measuring identity status for use in consumption
constellation research is the Ego Identity Incomplete Sentences Blank (Marcia, 1966).
The EI-ISB serves as an overall measure of ego identity. The measure attempts to
quantify Erikson’s notion of ego identity: self-reflection, a realistic sense of the future,
commitment to occupation and ideology, self-initiated action, relatively safe expression
of impulses, reformulation of childhood personality antecedents in adult terms,
autonomy, group affiliation, social integration, and internal locus of self-evaluation
(Marcia & Kroger, 2011). These criteria were verified, using confirmatory factor
analysis, to be indicative of ego identity formation. The EI-ISB requires participants to
complete identity based sentence blanks (e.g. “if one commits oneself ______” and
“when I let myself go I ______”) (Marcia, 1966, p. 553). Although a strong measure of
ego identity, the EI-ISB results in a lengthy and interpretive scoring process in order to
effectively code responses.
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2.27.2 Identity Status Interview (ISI)
The second measure considered is the Identity Status Interview (ISI), which is
designed to examine the presence, or absence, of a developmental process (Marcia,
1966). It reveals how individuals have arrived at their current identity state and
commitments. Furthermore, it looks to determine how and why individuals had deviated
from who they were in their younger years. Again, the focus is on the development
process; emphasis is not placed directly on the content of occupational commitments or
ideological beliefs. Instead the ISI examines “how thorough was the respondent’s
exploration; what were the related feelings accompanying exploration; how firm and
actualized were commitments; and under what foreseeable circumstances would
commitments change” (Marcia & Kroger, 2011, p. 34). Results from the interview are
evaluated using a specifically designed scoring manual based largely on Erikson’s ego
identity theory. Similar to the EI-ISB, the ISI also requires a substantial time
commitment and expertise to effectively interpret and code the results.
2.27.3 Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS)
The Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS) (Bennion &
Adams, 1986) is an extension of the initial Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status
(OM-EIS) developed by Adams, Shea, and Fitch (1979). In response to the scoring
difficulties and time requirements of the pre-existing interview measures, the EOM-EIS
provides a quantitative measure for assessing ego identity status. Focusing specifically
on identity status during late adolescence, the instrument uses a 7-point Likert scale to
assess questions pertaining to each of the occupational, religious, political and
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philosophical lifestyle domains (the latter two representing the ideology construct). In
building upon the original OM-EIS measure, the extended version also addresses the
interpersonal-social interaction content domains of identity. These interpersonal
domains address social identity through the domains of friendship, dating, sex roles, and
recreation (Grotevant, Thorbecke, & Meyer, 1982; Grotevant & Adams, 1984). The
EOM-EIS measure contains 64 questions in total (eight per domain), and has been
shown to have acceptable reliability (0.58 ≤ α ≤ 0.80), internal consistency, as well as
discriminant, convergent, concurrent, and predictive validities (Bennion & Adams,
1986).
Important in light of recent developmental trends is the fact that the EOM-EIS
was designed and tested amongst samples of emerging adults. Thus, ensuring the
usefulness of this measurement in respect to the demographic in question. The EOMEIS serves a dual purpose in capturing a robust analysis of identity status in relation to
consumption constellations. It provides a measure of identity status based using the
specific constructs of exploration and commitment and incorporates the social
interaction aspect of identity, which other aforementioned measures do not. As
consumption constellations are formed in reference to perceptions of social roles and
groups, it is beneficial that the instrument selected captures this aspect of identity.
Considering the population under examination, the EOM-EIS does provide a reasonably
suitable measure of identity status, however, the scale does not allow for the components
of exploration and commitment to be distinguished, and examined separately. This issue
severely devalues the use of the EOM-EIS for the purpose of this research.
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2.27.4 Ego Identity Process Questionnaire (EIPQ)
As mentioned, one of the key limitations of ego identity status measures such as
the EOM-EIS, is that such scales are unable to produce scores that distinguish between
the dimensions of exploration and commitment. Recognizing this limitation, Balistreri et
al. (1995) developed the Ego Identity Process Questionnaire to provide a measure that
would allow for both the measurement of exploration and commitment on two separate
continuous scales, in addition to classification through the four ego identity statuses.
Consisting of 32 items, the EIPQ assesses ego identity status through exploration
and commitment items within eight comprehensive categories: occupation, religion,
politics, values, family, friendships, dating, and sex roles. The EIPQ overcomes the
aforementioned limitations, and provides a more robust assessment of one’s status that
requires much less time to administer. Within literature, the scale has shown evidence
supporting moderate-high reliability and construct and concurrent validity. In
considering the focus of this thesis, the EIPQ provides the most suitable and
parsimonious measure of ego identity status.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH GAPS & OBJECTIVES

3.1 Research Gaps
As discussed in the literature review, consumers view sets of symbolically linked
products and brands as being indicative of various lifestyles and social roles. Past
research on such consumption constellations has provided strong evidence to support
their existence (Solomon, 1988), their formation in relation to aspirational and
avoidance roles (Solomon & Englis, 1995), their accessibility as cognitive associative
frameworks in the minds of consumers (Lowrey et al., 2001), and the impact of
children’s differences in psychosocial development on this accessibility (Chaplin &
Lowrey, 2010).
However, despite the use of a multitude of demographic samples, literature has
not considered how the progression of psychosocial development influences
consumption constellations accessibility outside of childhood development. While this
research does provide integral insight into how psychosocial development impacts the
manner in which product and brand information is perceived and accessed, it merely
provides the first step in achieving a full understanding of how the path of human
development impacts such accessibility. For the true impact to be felt, a more thorough
understanding of the influence of development, through to the arrival into adulthood,
must be ascertained. It remains to be seen how such accessibility and processing of
consumption-related information is shaped throughout other transitional periods in
development.
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It is the focus of this thesis to provide an important missing piece of this dialogue
by providing an understanding of how the perception and accessibility of consumption
constellations is impacted by the transition from late adolescence into early adulthood.
Although the focus on this stage of development does not completely bridge the gap
from childhood through to adulthood, it examines a key formative stage in the life
course, and one in which most emerge as autonomous consumers for the first time in
their lives. Examining this period in relation to Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial
Development (1963, 1968) reveals it as time of identity crisis as one struggles to find
their niche in society. Erikson (1963) notes that the shift from late adolescence to early
adulthood is marked by the formation of one’s ego identity and that this traditionally
occurs between 18-22 years of age. Extending Erikson’s work, Marcia (1966)
operationalizes ego identity development as consisting of two factors, commitment and
exploration, which are viewed as the primary components of development during this
stage in one’s life. Thus, an understanding of the role of psychosocial developmental
differences in consumption constellations during this stage in the life course hinges upon
an examination of identity exploration and identity commitment.
Further necessitating the focus on this period of development is the notion of
emerging adulthood. As discussed, emerging adulthood represents the period of
development from ages 18 – 25 and has been shown to be a distinct period
demographically, subjectively, and in respect to identity explorations (Arnett, 2000).
Recall that Arnett posits that emerging adulthood has resulted in a shift, or delay, in
one’s subjective attainment of adulthood. As such, emerging adulthood poses strong
implications in relation to the literature on consumption constellations and psychosocial
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development that comprises the foundational basis for this thesis. When one considers
the psychosocial development dialogue of Erikson (1963; 1968) and Marcia (1966), it is
imperative to note that this writing took place in an era prior to the recent demographic
shifts that have resulted in emerging adulthood. Even at the time that the principle
literature on consumption constellations (e.g. Solomon, 1988; Lowrey et al., 2001) was
conducted researchers were only first beginning to take notice of the notion of emerging
adulthood (Arnett, 1997; 2000). In the 20-60 years since the time of such work, the
nature of this period in one’s life has changed dramatically; particularly in the areas of
marriage, parenthood, residential status, and the subjective attainment of adulthood
(Arnett, 2000). Thus, in examining the accessibility of consumption constellations
through the transition from late adolescence to early adulthood, it is imperative to first
understand these bodies of literature within the context emerging adulthood.

3.2 Research Objectives
It is the aim of this thesis to provide an understanding of how the accessibility
and perception of consumption constellations is shaped by psychosocial development
during the transition from late adolescence to early adulthood, a period more recently
defined as emerging adulthood. More specifically, the focus is on understanding the role
played by the status of one’s ego identity formation, which has been identified as the
primary factor of psychosocial development occurring during this period of one’s life
(Erikson, 1963; Marcia, 1966). To effectively address this goal, this thesis employs three
objectives that are imperative in conducting a comprehensive investigation of the
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question posed by this research. These objectives are as follows: (1) to gain clear insight
into the nature of the exploration and commitment components of ego identity status
within the context of emerging adulthood; (2) to investigate the potential impact that
identity exploration and commitment have in shaping one’s views of aspirational and
avoidance social roles and the products and brands that they associate with them; and (3)
to test for differences in the accessibility of consumption constellations that occur as a
result of emerging adults’ differing stages of ego identity exploration and commitment.
To address the research questions and objectives outlined in this chapter, this
thesis conducts two studies using in a multi-method approach. Study 1 employs a long
interview methodology to explore the manner in which emerging adulthood impacts
one’s state of ego identity exploration and commitment and the extent that this
influences perceptions of aspirational and avoidance social roles and the products and
brands that are symbolically linked to these roles. While past research has used
techniques such as collages to examine this basis of participants’ consumption
constellations, this study adopts the long interview as this method allows for the full
richness and context of this information to be examined, specifically in relation to
identity formation and emerging adulthood. Due to the recent societal shift of emerging
adulthood, it stands that these once normative beliefs about this transition from late
adolescence to early adulthood have been stretched and delayed. The long interview
methodology of study 1 allows for this to be best assessed by approaching the main
research question put forth by this thesis through the lens of emerging adulthood:
allowing for the richness of the subjective experience of these individuals to be captured.
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Study 2 builds upon the first study by testing for differences in emerging adults’
cognitive accessibility of consumption constellations based upon individual differences
in levels of identity exploration and commitment. Two pretests are first conducted to
develop the stimuli and social roles used in the study. The first of these pretests
establishes an aspirational and avoidance elicitation cue using PRIZM C2 lifestyle
clusters. The second uses a free response task to identify a set of eight product and brand
stimuli that consumers associate with the two roles selected as elicitation cues in pretest
1. The main component of study 2 uses a response latency methodology to examine
differences in accessibility, measuring participants’ reaction times in responding
whether or not product and brand stimuli are indicative of each of the pretested social
roles. Faster latencies in responding to a stimulus indicate greater accessibility of the
corresponding constellation.
The use of the two distinct methodologies outlined in this chapter allows for the
assessment of the role of psychosocial developmental differences not only in shaping
one’s knowledge about aspirational and avoidance consumption constellations, but also
the cognitive accessibility of this knowledge. Study 1 provides for an exploratory,
interpretive approach to understanding the nature of identity exploration and
commitment, and its impact of perceptions of consumption constellations, through the
cultural lens of emerging adulthood. Study 2 narrows in on, and empirically examines
the effect that these differences in development have on the cognitive accessibility of
this knowledge. That is, how strongly constellations are held in memory. In the
remainder of this paper, these two studies are laid out as follows. Chapter 4 begins with
an overview of the long interview methodology used in study 1 and is followed by a
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discussion of the key findings from these interviews in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 consists of
the development of the hypotheses to be tested in study 2. Chapter 7 provides a thorough
overview of the methodology and procedure of study 2, with a presentation and
discussion of the results following in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 4: STUDY 1 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Methodology
In considering the explorative component of the research objectives that this
study sets out to examine, it is imperative the most pertinent methodology be used. The
long interview, as championed by McCracken (1988b), provides the opportunity for the
researcher to step into the mind of another person and see the world as they do. In
relation to the research objectives of this thesis, it affords the researcher the opportunity
to observe emerging adulthood through the eyes of these individuals. It allows for a
first-hand understanding of the different stages of identity development, and the manner
in which emerging adults view relevant social roles, and the products and brands that
they associate with them. This approach provides an unparalleled glimpse into the logic
and categories by which emerging adults see the world.

4.2 Sampling Plan and Sample Size
With qualitative research, McCracken states “that the purpose of qualitative
research is not to discover how many…people share a certain characteristic. It is to gain
access to the cultural categories and assumptions to which one culture construes the
world” (1988b, p. 17). The culture that McCracken refers to is “the ‘lens’ through which
all phenomena are seen” and is “the blueprint of human activity” (1988b, p. 73). It is in
this vein that culture is said to constitute the world through the investment of its own
distinct meanings. Building on this conceptualization, the “consumer culture” examined
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is viewed as “an inter- connected system of commercially produced images, texts, and
objects that groups use—through the construction of overlapping and even conflicting
practices, identities, and meanings—to make collective sense of their environments and
to orient their members’ experiences and lives” (Kozinets, 2001, p. 68).
In this regard, the selection of respondents was made following the rule of thumb
that less is more: the research is designed to be more intensive than extensive. In some
cases previous qualitative marketing researchers have shown noteworthy results with a
sample size as low as n=3 (Fournier, 1998). The number of interviews conducted was
based upon reaching a point of data saturation, in which no new themes or information
are observed in the data (Guest et al., 2006). Participants were run until such a number
that the interviews contributed little new research insights. In total 12 semi-structured
long interviews were conducted, each lasting approximately 40 minutes in length. This
sample of 12 participants is consistent with the findings of Guest et al. (2006), which
found that data saturation tends to occur around the 12th participant. Profiles of each of
the 12 participants are included in Table 1. Participants’ names have been changed to
ensure anonymity.
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Table 1: Study 1 Participant Profiles
Participant: Fred
(Male, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: High
Commitment: Low

Initially from a midsize southwestern Ontario city, Fred is
completing his second full semester of post-secondary
education. Fred has begun to make minor decisions in
respect to his educational path, however, he has made very
little commitments in other areas of his life. He looks to the
experiences that he will gain during his time as an
undergraduate to inform his future path. Fred places great
importance on this new level of freedom that he has gained
since he no longer lives with his parents throughout the
school year.

Participant: Zachary
(Male, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: High
Commitment: Mid

Zachary grew up in a small city only a short drive from
where he now attends university. Despite living in close
proximity, Zachary convinced his parents to allow him to
move out and experience this stage of his life on his own.
He has formed some commitments regarding education
and occupation, which have been largely influenced by his
family. In other areas of his life there is little evidence of
long term enduring commitments outside of a few years
time. In this respect, Zachary shows strong evidence of
exploration in regards to his future self.
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Participant: Sophie
(Female, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: Mid
Commitment: Low

A second year university student, Sophie grew up in an
affluent neighbourhood of a large metropolitan city and
frequently returns home throughout the school year. Sophie
displays strong signs of being in a state of identity crisis.
There is little certainty when she speaks of her future self
and there is a sense of family influence in the options that
she considers. Although she discusses numerous potential
paths her life could take, she shows little motivation to
pursue any of these paths and accepts the possibility of
moving home following her degree if no opportunities
present themselves.

Participant: Kayla
(Female, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: Mid
Commitment: High

Growing up in a small rural town, Kayla opted to attend
university in a larger city to escape the sheltered
community of her hometown. Kayla has recently
experienced a period of high identity exploration and has
begun to make committed decisions across multiple areas
of her life. She has a clear picture of her chosen career and
has pursued education accordingly. She has a clear plan
for her future residence, her relationships, and has a solid
stance regarding her religious beliefs. It is through
exploration that Kayla has begun to make these potentially
enduring decisions about her path in life. As such, her
exploration in these areas has begun to decline as she
settles in to these choices.
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Participant: Leroy
(Male, 20)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: High
Commitment: Low

After growing up in a large metropolitan city, Leroy set out
to follow in his parents’ footsteps and was enrolled in
university to pursue the same career as his father.
However, Leroy found that this path was not his and opted
to take a year off to figure things out. Leroy spent this time
working and gaining valuable experience that lead to his
decision to return to school and pursue a field that he was
truly passionate about, and discover which career path
was right for him. In other areas of his life Leroy continues
to explore, through travel and relationships.

Participant: Chet
(Male, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: Low
Commitment: High

Chet grew up as part of a very close family in a small tightknit rural community. Chet has a strong grasp on his
identity and the path that his life will take to get where he
wants to go. Chet is in a steady long-term relationship, he
is very committed to his career path and knowledgeable in
what is required to achieve such a career. Chet shows
signs of having gone through a period of exploration
earlier in life and has begun the transition to enduring
commitments.
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Participant: Jake
(Male, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: High
Commitment: Low

Jake grew up in an affluent neighbourhood of a large
metropolitan city. Jake exhibits strong identity exploration.
He has changed majors twice, and he is now enrolled in a
program that he feels provides the largest array of options
once he graduates. He is torn between taking time for
further travel following the completion of his degree and
returning home to save money, or entering the working
world. Although highly explorative, Jake shows little
commitment across the areas of occupation, relationships,
or lifestyle. Jake very much characterizes an emerging
adult.

Participant: Lana
(Female, 18)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: Low
Commitment: Low

Before becoming a student in her first year of post
secondary study, Lana grew up in a small rural town.
Much of Lana’s major decisions up until this point in her
life have been either made or largely influenced by her
family. She shows very little interest in considering
potential options for her future, and has given very little
thought to her future career, relationships, lifestyle, etc.
With little plans for her future Lana, expects she will likely
move back home with her parents after the completion of
her degree while she figures out what is next.
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Participant: Neil
(Male, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: Mid
Commitment: Low

Growing up in a mid sized urban city, Neil has developed a
very focused identity as a hockey player, as evidenced
throughout numerous facets of his life. However, after
playing hockey did not lead to a viable career option, Neil
enrolled in post secondary education. Neil appears to be
beginning to search for an identity outside of the sport that
has occupied the last 14 years of his life. He is starting to
explore in respect to career options, relationships, and
interests outside of those gained through hockey.

Participant: Danielle
(Female, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: Mid
Commitment: Mid

Danielle grew up in a small rural town within reasonable
driving distance from the university where she is in her
second year of study. Danielle has begun to make some
committed decisions about her future self, which have been
influenced largely by concurrent exploration. As a student
Danielle entered university undeclared to allow her to try
various fields before deciding what was right for her. She
has also spent a great deal of time traveling and trying
various activities. However, in respect to her future
occupation, Danielle shows a great deal of indecision.
Other than her broad level field, Danielle has not given
much thought to her career path.
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Participant: Peter
(Male, 19)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: Low
Commitment: High

Growing up in a major city, Peter’s interests were heavily
influenced by that of his father. Although he has begun to
make some enduring commitments regarding his career
and future residence, his father’s influence is evident in
throughout these choices. Peter chose his university and
major following his father’s path and other family
members before him. Furthermore, his chosen career is
deeply seeded in one of his father’s passions. While Peter’s
level of identity commitment increases, his level of
personal exploration has been relatively minimal.

Participant: Michael
(Male, 20)

Identity Status
Evaluation
Exploration: High
Commitment: Low

Michael grew up in a major metropolitan city prior to
leaving to attend university. Following the advice of his
mother Michael took a year off school to travel and see the
world, before deciding to switch majors and return to his
studies. Michael exhibits a great degree of identity
exploration with a minimal level of commitment. He has a
number of ideas as to what he might like to do following
his undergraduate degree; however, he has yet to form any
substantial level of commitment to any of these options.
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4.3 Data Collection Method
Participants were recruited through the use of an undergraduate business student
research pool. In exchange for their involvement in the study, participants received
course credit. This was deemed sufficient for the approximately one hour required to
complete the interview. Transcription of the audio recordings was completed by the
company Casting Words.

4.4 Research Instrument and Design
Study 1 consisted of semi-structured long interviews. The interview guide
construction is addressed below and the interview guide is included in Appendix B.
Upon arriving to the study location, participants were greeted by the researcher and
provided with an informed consent form. Participants were instructed to carefully read
and, if agreeable, sign the consent form. Participants were encouraged to notify the
researcher regarding any questions or clarification needed.
The interview began with basic demographic questions designed both to open the
lines of communication with the participant, and to gather initial information reflecting
their current state of identity development and status as an emerging adult. The
interview then transitioned into an examination of the social roles that the individual
aspires to be (aspirational), or not to be (avoidance). To effectively access this
information, the participant was asked first to think about an individual that they admire
(or do not admire). The discussion was then guided through a subset of planned prompts
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that were designed to unearth which social roles these individuals represented and what
about them made their lifestyle particularly attractive or unattractive. The interview then
moved towards a discussion of participants’ shopping habits and preferences. This
section of the interview was designed to indirectly address products and brands that the
participant identifies as particularly attractive or unattractive and the reasoning behind
these evaluations.
In the last phase of the interview, participants were provided a card containing
one of three lifestyle descriptions adapted from the Environics Analytics PRIZM C2
lifestyle clusters. These descriptions were preselected to represent a lifestyle that was
expected to elicit general perceptions of it being an aspirational, or avoidance, or
occupied lifestyle. After reading this description, the participants were asked to further
describe the person and whether they aspire to be like them. They were then asked
which products or brands this type of person would likely consume. This process was
repeated a total of three times, once for each social role category (aspiration, avoidance,
and occupied).

4.5 Data Analysis
To fully understand how identity exploration and commitment influence
emerging adults’ subjective perceptions of consumption constellations, the verbatim
interview transcriptions were analyzed in two main phases. The first phase of
interpretation took place at the idiosyncratic level. In this regard, audio recordings were
first listened to by the researcher to form an impressionistic sense of the key markers of
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emerging adulthood, and the presence of identity exploration and/or commitment. This
was followed by a detailed analysis of each transcript taking a within person approach.
Information was coded based upon the key themes of emerging adulthood, and instances
of identity exploration and commitment within the areas of education, occupation,
religion, politics, relationships, and residence. This process was completed a second
time to review this data and identify emerging themes arising from the interpretation of
participants’ responses.
The second phase began with an extensive coding of participants’ views of
aspirational and avoidance social roles, and their associations of products and brands
with these roles. Participants’ perspectives of social roles were coded based upon their
richness, likeness to the self, and level of aspiration/avoidance. Associations of products
and brands with social roles were coded based upon: product and brand names, number
of products and brands, and the level of certainty in responses. These findings were then
examined between-persons to provide an understanding of the impact that differences in
identity exploration and commitment may have on perceptions of social roles and the
products and brands associated. Taken together, these two phases of analysis were
selected to provide a thorough understanding of emerging adults’ subjective experience
of psychosocial identity exploration and commitment, and its influence on the social
roles, products, and brands that comprise consumption constellations.
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CHAPTER 5: STUDY 1 RESULTS

As previous research has shown, emerging adulthood refers to a period of
development that is neither adolescence nor adulthood, and should be considered
empirically and theoretically distinct from both. Arnett (2000) notes that because of
sweeping demographic shifts, “it is no longer normative for the late teens and early
twenties to be a time of entering and settling into long-term adult roles” (p. 469). What
once was a time when one began to make enduring commitments in areas such as work,
love, and beliefs has transitioned into a highly explorative period of time in which very
little is normative demographically. This shift towards emerging adulthood is perhaps
best illustrated by 20-year-old respondent Michael, who discusses his post-graduation
plans:
I’ve done my travelling and everything. The reason I did it before
[school] is because one of the things my mom said to [me] was like she
always wanted to travel, but she was going to do it after University, but
as soon as she got out of university… her mindset was job, like she
needed a job is what she wanted. So I wanted to get that out of the way. It
all depends on the job market when I get out of university so there’s like
several options. I can either… I’ll go travel again for a couple years, or
go back to school, get a master’s in something, or if the job market is
good then I’ll just get a job.

Michael’s response provides a clear account of the developmental shift that is
emerging adulthood. In describing his mother, Michael inadvertently describes the
traditional pattern of development and commitment that is discussed in early identity
literature such as that of Marcia (1966) and Erikson (1968). Michael, however, aided by
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more relaxed pressure from his parents and society, has taken a much more explorative
path through this stage in his life. Taking time to travel before pursuing further
education, and a lack of pressure to commit to a career path following his degree,
punctuate the notion that in this stage of one’s life, little is normative demographically.

5.1 Emerging adulthood: The dynamic nature of identity exploration
As can be seen from the example of Michael, emerging adulthood is
characterized as a period of identity exploration in that it offers the greatest opportunity
for one to explore their identity in the areas of work, love and worldviews. Much like
Michael, 20-year-old commerce student Jake provides an embodied example of Arnett’s
emerging adult. After completing his high school degree, Jake was faced with the
dilemma of taking a year away from school to travel, returning to high school for an
extra year to attain extra credit, or attending university. After exploring all of these
potential options, Jake made the decision to enter university. Following a year studying
the arts, Jake opted to change majors and enter into a commerce program. When asked
about this decision Jake stated that:
…a commerce major really opens the door. Commerce is like the new
general arts, it puts you in the door and gives you opportunities to do
what you feel is appropriate. I want to do co-op. Get into the workforce
and eventually get an entry-level job. For the workforce, I’m not really
too sure yet… hopefully I will find an entry-level job and figure it out
from there. I wouldn’t mind living with my parents. It’s a good location,
if I were working in Toronto.
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From Jake’s explanation, his status as an emerging adult becomes clear. Through
changing his major Jake has explored, and discarded, a possible future occupation. The
decision to enter into the commerce program was heavily influenced by Jake’s desire to
keep his options open: to allow him to continue to explore various life paths even upon
the completion of his undergraduate degree. Consistent with trends in emerging
adulthood, Jake has not dismissed the option of returning home to live with his parents
rather than living independently after completing his degree. In Jake’s case he has made
minimal commitment towards enduring adult responsibilities, and the high level of
identity exploration said to characterize an emerging adult is clearly evident.
Although Jake has shown signs of a strong level of identity exploration with
respect to his future choices, many others exhibit a much different trend. When asked
about their future after graduation, or where they see themselves in 10 years’ time, many
respondents such as Danielle, replied with a simple “I don’t know” or “no idea”. When
asked about where this uncertainty came from, respondents often stated, “I haven’t
thought that far ahead yet”. Others, such as Peter, cite that they followed family tradition
or the direction of their parents in choosing whether or not to attend university, which
school to attend, or which religion they follow. What is absent from these responses is
the motivation for role experimentation and identity exploration that comprises
emerging adults. Although, relative to other stages in development, emerging adulthood
provides the greatest opportunity for identity exploration, what these findings elucidate
is that the level of exploration that takes place during this period is much more varied
and dynamic in nature. Thus, it is can be expected that while some may be actively
exploring potential roles and identities, others display much less identity exploration.
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5.2 Emerging adulthood: A period of identity exploration… and commitment
Emerging adulthood is said to be characterized by a period of identity
exploration culminating in identity commitment. Arnett states “it is only in the transition
from emerging adulthood to young adulthood in the late twenties that the diversity
narrows and instability eases, as young people make enduring choices in love and work”
(2000, p. 471). A 19-year-old participant, Sophie nicely exemplifies this lack of
commitment. As a former arts and science major now studying political science and
marketing, Sophie exhibits clear signs of identity exploration. She currently spends time
living in both a small town and a large city, has numerous hobbies, and looks to continue
experiencing life through upcoming travel plans. When asked about her future Sophie
responded:
I want to have a career, possibly in fashion. I don’t know if that will
happen. If not I think I’ll be more of a professional, I guess. I’ll probably
have a husband. I’ll own my own home, hopefully. I will probably want
kids in the future. And I probably… I don’t know if I’ll have a career or
if my husband would work, or… I don’t know --I don’t have a clear
vision of what I’d like to be like when I’m older.

Other than the desire to “have a career”, Sophie shows little signs of enduring
commitment to occupational roles or adult responsibilities. The lack of certainty that
permeates her response is indicative of a lack of societal pressure towards independence
that characterizes emerging adulthood. This lack of commitment is perhaps best
punctuated by Sophie’s inability to form a clear picture of how she sees her future self.
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Contrary to the lack of commitment shown by participants such as Sophie, others
exhibit evidence that identity commitment often occurs throughout emerging adulthood.
This finding sheds new light on Arnett’s theory, which views identity commitments as
taking place towards the end of the period, as an individual reaches their late twenties
and transitions into adulthood. However, referring back to ego identity status literature,
it is important to note that one’s status of identity development is said to be a function of
both their level of identity exploration, and identity commitment (Marcia & Kroger,
2011). Thus, it would appear not to be a period of identity exploration culminating in
commitment, rather a dynamic period in which exploration and commitment take place
concurrently, and to varying degrees, as individuals transition into adulthood.
Identity commitment is evident in the testimony of emerging adults such as
Kayla, who describes arriving at her chosen career path, and where she plans to be in the
future:
I started off as undeclared because I really didn’t know what side of
everything I wanted to go into. I wanted to try a little bit of everything
first. And then I eventually chose Hospitality and Tourism – it suits me,
it’s my sort of personality, and I enjoy it – so, that’s what led me to
choose it. I eventually want to go on to do event planning. I’m going to
move out to the east coast because that’s where I live in the summers
now.

Through Kayla’s response it becomes possible to see emerging adults make identity
commitments, particularly in the areas of occupation and residence. Kayla’s decision to
begin university as an undeclared student is highly indicative of the explorative nature of
emerging adulthood. However, looking to “try a little bit of everything” allowed Kayla
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to experience various options and form a committed decision regarding her chosen
career path. Furthermore, in stating that she is going to move to the east coast to pursue
her career as an event planner, Kayla has shown clear decisions regarding her future
residence.
Evidence of the forming of identity commitments can also be seen in the shaping
of Kayla’s religious beliefs:
I went to catholic school. And originally I sort of believed the beliefs and
everything… and then I just realized sort of later, maybe a few years ago,
about how I just didn’t agree with that… And so, I’m very neutral when
it comes to religion.

Indicative of emerging adulthood, a few years after high school, Kayla began to
challenge the religious ideals that she had been taught to accept earlier in life. However,
what Kayla demonstrates is rather than showing signs of exploring alternative religions,
her experience has led her to adopt a general neutrality towards religion. What this
decision embodies is a degree of commitment towards an informed and enduring
commitment forming during the early, rather than late, stage of emerging adulthood.
Although it’s possible to question the rigor of these commitments made by
emerging adults, many participants showed not only that they had made decisions
regarding their future adult selves, but that they also understand the steps necessary to
reach these goals. This can be seen from participant Chet’s discussion of his
commitment to becoming a Chartered Accountant (CA) as he explains the lengthy
process that it entails:
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How the CA works is usually you would get a job with a CA firm… You
work with them and you have to take some required courses. Plus you
have to get a certain number of hours. There are literally -- 2500 hours.
Usually it takes about a three year time period to get your CA and then
there are three different exams that you have to take. I actually went to
this CA networking night the other night and they had a presentation with
CAs, people who have just done it, people who are partners in
companies, [that] type of thing. It’s definitely exciting to know what I
want to do.

What can be gleaned from Chet’s account is a more informed role commitment. Not
only has Chet committed himself to a future role and occupation, he has shown an
understanding and acceptance of the steps that must be taken to reach this goal. It should
be noted that the static nature of the interviews conducted does not allow for an
observation of the endurance of the commitments under examination. However, as
commitments such as Chet’s have demonstrated, these individuals are not always
making whimsical decisions driven by a desire for experience and exploration; often
these commitments are well thought out.
While the insights provided by the semi-structured interviews further support the
exploration of one’s identity that is said to characterize emerging adulthood, it uncovers
the dynamic short- and long-term commitments that emerging adults make during this
period: commitments that are made through both high and low degrees of exploration.
Although for some it is indeed a period of “prolonged adolescence” (Arnett, 2000), for
others it is a period of planned means undertaken to reach a committed end. The process
of being an emerging adult can be incorporated as part of a consciously planned string of
development.
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Considering these findings in relation to emerging adulthood provides strong
evidence supporting Arnett’s notion that emerging adulthood is a period of extended
identity exploration. A shift has certainly occurred. However, much like Marcia’s notion
of ego identity status, an individual’s level of exploration appears to vary greatly at any
point in time throughout this period. Additionally, although it is said that emerging
adults begin to form commitments towards the latter stages of this period, the long
interviews provided insight suggesting that individuals do in fact make committed
decisions to varying degrees of strength. Importantly, such commitment is evident in
areas such as occupation, residence, love, religion, and politics, which are all strong
indicators of an individual’s ego identity status, and stand to impact perceptions of the
social roles that form the basis of consumption constellations.

5.3 Perceptions of social roles through the lens of identity commitment
The analysis of participants’ long interview transcripts exhibited a strong
emerging trend regarding the manner in which high commitment individuals differ from
low commitment individuals in relation to the richness of their conceptualization of an
aspirational identity. Those showing a high level of identity commitment tended to
exhibit a much more vivid and detailed description of an aspirational future lifestyle.
High commitment participants’ description of their ideal future selves extended well
beyond the generalized comments such as “having a job” or “I’ll probably have kids”
that were often exhibited by low commitment participants. Consider 19 year-old
participant Peter’s description of where he sees himself in 10 years time:
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10 years from now I see myself in California working for a marketing
company in either sports-related… or film [marketing]. I see myself
living a laid back lifestyle… having a wife but not necessarily kids yet.
Not having a giant house but a nice sized house, maybe a bungalow. I’ll
be skateboarding and have certain artwork in my house… and have some
good friends to watch sports games and still cheer for the [Toronto
Maple] Leafs.

What is evident in the detail provided by Peter’s description is that he has put a
substantial degree of thought to many aspects of this future lifestyle. The description
does not simply revolve around basic comments about having a job, or being married,
which were common among low commitment participants. Peter has given thoughts to
the finer details of his job, what type of home he will have, at what point in his
relationship he will be at with both his future spouse and friends, and even includes
some description of his interests and hobbies. Descriptions of aspirational lifestyles,
such as the one given by Peter, seem to be consistent with Marcia’s (1966)
operationalization of identity commitment as they reflect a level of personal investment
in the committed identity.
Relatedly, a second trend that emerged concerned the manner in which high
commitment participants discussed the products and brands that they associated with
social roles that they self-identified as being either aspirational or avoidance. Consistent
with the higher level of detail shown in their descriptions of their future selves, high
commitment individuals, such as Chet, likewise tended to provide a large set of products
and brands that they associate with an aspirational role.
I definitely think of Calvin Klein, Lacoste… they’re definitely drinking a
bottle of Grey Goose… [driving] a BMW or Mercedes, maybe a Range
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Rover. Definitely would be a Range Rover. For the female there would
definitely be some gossip magazines there. She would be someone who
would want to be up to date with that type of stuff. The male would
[read] GQ, or Men’s Health.

However, when asked about what products or brands someone fitting a selfidentified avoidance lifestyle would consume, high commitment participants responses
tended not to exhibit the same breadth of items. In some cases participants showed great
struggle in trying to provide any information for a given product category. This trend
also seems to be consistent with the level of personal investment that characterizes
higher levels of identity commitment. As these individuals have begun to make
informed and endured commitments to an aspirational identity, there exists a motivation
to seek and rehearse information pertaining to this role. However, for avoidance roles,
there is no such motivation. This seems to be evident in high commitment participants’
ability to provide a rich set of products and brands that they associate with an
aspirational role but not avoidance roles. In this regard, high commitment individuals
seem to be highly attuned to information associated with an aspirational role, including
knowledge regarding symbolically linked products and brands associated with this role.
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5.4 Perceptions of social roles through the lens of exploration
When low exploration participants were asked to describe where they see
themselves in ten years, the effects of a minimal level of identity exploration became
quite salient. Consider participant Lana’s response when asked about where she hopes
her life will be in ten years time. Lana responded simply by saying:
Hopefully married, hopefully kids. A job. A healthy lifestyle, so going to
the gym still.

When asked if she could elaborate further on numerous aspects of this description, Lana
often responded that she did not know, or indicated that she hadn’t given it enough
thought to elaborate further. Consistent with Marcia’s (1966) ego identity status theory,
this lack of knowledge regarding an aspirational lifestyle seems to stem from a lack of
identity exploration thus far in the life course. There is little evidence of the
identification and trial of various roles and lifestyles.
Most interesting, and relevant to this thesis, is the impact that low exploration
seems to have on the products and brands associated with potential aspirational roles. In
contrast to high-exploration participants, after self-identifying a presented role as being
aspirational, low exploration participants frequently had a difficult time identifying
products and brands that they associated with the role. Products and brands named by
participants through free association generally came with much deliberation, and
uncertainty, and they were occasionally unable to list any items for a given category. In
many cases, participants responded by saying “I don’t know”, or “I’m not sure” when
further probed with category specific questions about the products and brands someone
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fitting the lifestyle would be likely to consume. Additionally, this trend was evident
when participants were asked to describe the consumption sets of lifestyles that they
indicated they would not like to be like (avoidance roles). This finding seems to suggest
that as low exploration individuals have undergone little trial and investigation of
various potential identities, that this lack of exploration negatively impacts their
knowledge of both aspirational and avoidance roles, and their ability to provide insight
into the products and brands someone fitting this lifestyle would likely consume.
In contrast, high exploration participants tended to easily provide much more
elaborate lists of products and brands that they associate with a given lifestyle. For
example, consider participant Leroy who describes the products and brands that he
associates with someone fitting what he identified as an aspirational lifestyle:
More fashionable ones… They’d be going to the high-end Nike store…
You’d probably see them spending the money to go to Bench or TNA, to
buy the sweaters that they would go out and do things in and stuff like
that. Hollister… [a vehicle] something that’s bigger, more luxurious.
Like a Cadillac or going to a Lexus SUV or BMW SUV… They’d
probably have some sports magazines, some more into boating. I could
see The Times, The Globe, those more world newspapers… Gin and
tonic… there’s one I know called Gin Number Three… Stella Artois…
Vintage Wines.

What is evident in looking at the responses such as Leroy’s is the impact that high levels
of exploration have on the information that these individuals possess about various
lifestyles. As these individuals are actively searching for and trying potential identities
as they look to define who they are, they stand to amass a great deal of knowledge about
these identities, including the products and brands that they are perceived to be
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associated with. Further reflecting this notion, is that this tendency is not limited solely
to aspirational lifestyles. Consider Leroy’s description of the products and brands that he
associates with a lifestyle that he self-identified as someone he would not like to be like
(avoidance):

Certain types of running shoes, or stuff like that. Maybe certain kinds of
track pants or sweat pants. Not really more comfortable clothing, not
really grungy clothing. Just clothes that you didn’t worry too much
about… more like the Winner’s types of areas. I’d say Winners,
American Eagle. Maybe The Bay. More big, wholesale stores… not
going to spend $100, $150 on a pair of jeans… probably something like
an SUV maybe a Honda Pilot, or a Rav4… Levi’s, Roots, Nike, Mountain
Equipment Co-op… Cooking magazines, outdoorsy ones, maybe some
kids magazines… Jack Daniel’s, or Captain Morgan’s. Maybe if they
were having, if it was beer, like Canadian, or Blue.

Taken together, these findings bring forth key insights into participants’
subjective experience of dynamic identity explorations and commitments that occur
during the psychosocial development of emerging adulthood. Importantly, participants’
accounts of social roles and associated products and brands, provide an initial
understanding of the manner in which identity status seems to impact these perceptions.
High commitment individuals tended to exhibit a vivid and detailed description of
aspirational roles and identities. Both high commitment and high exploration
respondents tended to demonstrate a rich knowledge of the products and brands that
society associates with such an aspirational role. Furthermore, high exploration
respondents exhibited this high level of product and brand knowledge in relation to
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avoidance roles. While these findings provide a strong assessment of emerging adults’
knowledge of aspirational and avoidance constellations, it does not allow for the
examination of how these developmental differences impact the cognitive accessibility
of this knowledge.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDY 2 HYPTOHESES

6.1 Hypotheses
While the previous study investigated how differing stages of development
within emerging adulthood shape perceptions of the social roles and products that
comprise consumption constellations, study 2 looks to extend upon this by empirically
testing the effect that these developmental differences have in the cognitive accessibility
of this consumption information. As discussed in the literature review, past research has
provided strong evidence supporting the existence of consumption constellations as
associative frameworks within consumers’ minds (Lowrey et al., 2001; Chaplin &
Lowrey, 2010). Furthermore, in terms of the accessibility of these constructs, Lowrey et
al. (2001) demonstrated that it is the relevance to an ideal self that is the main factor
driving this processing. Research on the formation of self-concept has shown that
individuals have a strong tendency to rehearse their ideal self (Higgins, 1987; Markus &
Nurius, 1986). Thus, the idealized aspirational consumption constellations are more
accessible than avoidance constellations as individuals spend a greater time rehearsing
this idealized lifestyle, forming a greater interconnectedness between aspirational
brands, and more linkages between brands and role-related information.
As a replication of the findings of Lowrey et al. (2001) and Chaplin and Lowrey
(2010), hypothesis 1 predicts a main effect of stimulus, such that constellations formed
in response to aspirational social roles are more accessible than constellations formed in
response to avoidance social roles. As aspirational constellation information is more
rehearsed, participants will exhibit faster response times for aspirational stimuli than for
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avoidance stimuli. For aspirational compared to avoidance stimuli, participants will be
faster in responding with the appropriate “yes” or the appropriate “no” depending which
elicitation cue was presented.
H1: Aspirational constellations will be more accessible, as evidenced by shorter
response latencies for aspirational stimuli, than avoidance constellations.

6.1.1 Commitment
Extending upon the type of processing identified in replication by hypothesis 1,
hypothesis 2 examines the manner in which constellation accessibility is expected to
differ based upon one’s status of identity commitment. Recall that the ego identity
component of commitment is indicative of the period in which one’s identity is
constructed as individuals begin to form rigidly held beliefs about who they are and who
they will become (Marcia, 1966). As Marcia notes, one’s level of identity commitment
refers to the degree of personal investment that an individual expresses in their decision
of who they are, who they affiliate with, what their beliefs are, and which occupational
direction they pursue. As such, this thesis posits that high commitment individuals
possess a greater motivation to search for and rehearse information relating to such
aspirational social roles than those who have not made any invested, committed
decisions. This increased search and rehearsal was evident in study 1, as high
commitment individuals tended to provide vivid descriptions of aspirational identities,
and a rich knowledge of consumption data pertaining to these roles. Those in a low state
of identity commitment have little personal investment in aspirational roles relative to
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those in a high state of commitment that are highly invested in the path that they have
chosen. Considering consumption constellation literature (Lowrey et al., 2001; Chaplin
& Lowrey, 2010), it is expected that this will result in greater accessibility of stimuli
associated with aspirational social roles for high commitment individuals. In this regard,
it is expected that the main effect of stimuli processing identified in past literature
(Lowrey et al., 2001; Chaplin & Lowrey, 2010) will differ based upon one’s level of
identity commitment. The increased search and rehearsal of information pertaining to
this aspirational lifestyle will result in more and stronger connections between
aspirational brands, and between brands and role-related information. As neither high
nor low commitment individuals possess motivation for the information search and
rehearsal of avoidance roles, accessibility of avoidance constellations is not expected to
vary by commitment. Therefore, a stimuli ×	
 identity commitment status interaction is
expected such that:
H2: Individuals in a high state of identity commitment will exhibit greater
accessibility of aspirational consumption constellations, as evidenced by shorter
response latencies, than those in a low state of identity commitment, whereas
accessibility of avoidance constellations will not vary between high and low
identity commitment.
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6.1.2 Exploration
Based upon Marcia’s (1966) operationalization of ego identity status, the
component of exploration refers to a period of re-thinking, sorting, and trial of various
life plans. As such, individuals in a highly explorative state of ego identity development
spend more time involved in the information search and rehearsal of any possible
lifestyles and identities, aspirational or not, relative to those that are in a state of low
identity exploration (Marcia, 1966; Marcia & Kroger, 2011). The findings of study 1
reflected this proposition, as high exploration respondents provided a detailed, rich
knowledge of consumption information related to both aspirational and avoidance
identities. As a result of this, it is expected that the resulting consumption constellations
should contain more, and stronger, links between brands and corresponding social roles,
whether aspirational or avoidance, resulting in greater accessibility of both types of
constellations relative to low exploration individuals.
As with hypothesis 2, the main effect of stimuli processing identified in past
literature (Lowrey et al., 2001; Chaplin & Lowrey, 2010) is expected to hold. For both
high and low exploration, aspirational constellations will be more accessible, as
indicated by faster response times for aspirational stimuli, than avoidance constellations.
However, for individuals in a state of high identity exploration, the cognitive associative
frameworks of consumption constellations, both aspirational and avoidance, are
expected to be better formed making them more accessible compared to those in a state
of low identity exploration. In this regard, a stimuli × identity exploration status
interaction is expected such that:
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H3: Individuals in a high state of identity exploration will exhibit greater
accessibility of aspirational and avoidance consumption constellations, as
evidenced by shorter response latencies, than those in a low state of identity
exploration.
In summary, the hypotheses have been designed to effectively examine how
constellation accessibility is shaped by differences in the stages of psychosocial
development that occur during the period of emerging adulthood. In this regard, the
hypotheses identify the expected effects that the specific components of ego identity
status (exploration and commitment) have on the accessibility of consumption
constellation information as stored as associative networks within the minds of
consumers. To accurately test these hypotheses, study two utilizes a response latency
methodology to effectively assess consumption constellation accessibility. Chapter 7
provides a thorough overview of this methodology, including the two pretests that were
conducted to develop the independent variables of elicitation and stimuli. Chapter 8
contains the statistical analysis of the findings in addition to a discussion of the findings
as they pertain to the hypotheses outlined in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 7: STUDY 2 METHODOLOGY

The following methodology was designed to accurately test the hypotheses
established in Chapter 6. The following chapter outlines this methodology beginning
with a description of participants and experimental design. This is followed by a
discussion of the independent variables of elicitation, stimuli, and identity status
(commitment and exploration). The chapter concludes with an overview of the
procedure used to capture the dependent response latency variable.

7.1 Participants and Design
Study 2 utilized a computer-based response latency methodology. The use of
response latencies as a measure of associative strength in memory permeates cognitive
psychology and consumer behaviour research. Response latencies are measured as the
time interval between the presentation of a stimulus, and a participant’s response (Fazio,
1990). The measure serves as an effective quantitative representation of the participant’s
ability to access consumption constellation information, which exists as a cognitive
associative framework (Lowrey et al., 2001; Chaplin & Lowrey, 2010). In the current
study, response time was measured as the time (in milliseconds) taken to respond (“Yes”
vs. “No”) to whether the stimulus cue displayed (product or brand) is indicative of a
given elicitation cue (social role), which presented at the commencement of each trial.
As noted by Fazio, limiting participants to two responses (“Yes” vs. “No”) reduces the
likelihood that the latency score will reflect a component of deliberation between
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numerous options, which has been shown to increase the variability of measured
latencies.
Study 2 employs a 2 × 2 × 2 mixed design with Ego Identity Status (high vs.
low) as a between subjects factor and repeated measures within subjects factors of
stimulus cue (aspirational vs. avoidance) nested within elicitation cue (aspirational vs.
avoidance). This ensured that all respondents were subject to each of the four possible
experimental manipulations. As the roles of identity exploration and commitment have
been hypothesized independently, this design was analyzed once testing the component
of commitment (H2), and a second time to test the component of exploration (H3). The
repeated measures portion of the design allows each participant to serve as his or her
own control group. Shorter mean latencies in responding to stimulus cues indicate
greater accessibility of consumption constellation information in consumers’ minds,
whereas longer mean response times indicate a lower level of accessibility.
It should be noted that a design such as this, which uses both an independent
variable (identity status) in addition to two categorical repeated measure variables, poses
interesting implications for analysis. The ideal method of analysis was to use moderated
multiple regression, which includes the interaction terms into the regression equation,
and is best fit for the continuous commitment and exploration variables used alongside
repeated measures variables. Such an analysis would then allow for simple slopes to be
calculated for stimuli at each level of elicitation cue followed by the use of a slope
difference test (Dawson & Richter, 2006) to compare these slopes at each level of
commitment score to effectively test the predicted hypotheses. However, as a result of
the categorical repeated measures used for the elicitation and stimuli variables, this
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method could not be used, as no method of properly incorporating categorical repeated
measures into multiple moderated regression analysis could be found in the literature.
However, effective analysis is possible through the inclusion of a covariate in repeated
measures ANOVA. In this method, the interaction terms between the continuous
variable and the dichotomous repeated measures independent variable are custom
modeled to test the three-way interaction.
7.1.1 Sample Size
According to Cohen (1992), to determine the sample size needed for a statistical
test, it is necessary to first determine the effect size (ES) followed by the statistical
power needed to test for such an effect.
Effect size, which represents the extent to which the null hypothesis (H0) is
believed to be false, is largely debated amongst the academic community. Examining the
response time methodology used by Chaplin and Lowrey (2010) in testing a similar 2 ×
2 × 3 mixed model design, yielded a moderate effect size. Taking this into consideration,
this study assumes a medium effect size (0.25).
Statistical power refers to the probability of rejecting a false null hypothesis.
Thus, power is denoted as 1 – β, where β represents Type II error: failing to reject a null
false null hypothesis. Conventionally, the value used for statistical power is 0.80,
allowing for a β value of 0.20. A value of less than 0.80 would result in too great a risk
of Type II error, while a value higher than 0.80 tends to push sample sizes above the
resources available to the researcher.
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Assuming a significance criteria of α = .05, a power of 0.80, a medium
population effect size (ES = 0.25), and two between subjects groups (g), Cohen’s
framework recommends a sample size of 64 per group. Thus, a total sample size of
N=128 is required. However, it is important to keep in mind that the nature and
complexity of a response latency experiment often necessitates the removal of
participant data from the study. This can occur due to participants’ inability to properly
follow instructions, or response times falling outside of the cut-off threshold (Fazio,
1990).
7.1.2 Sampling Plan
The experiment was conducted using a sample comprised of undergraduate
commerce students at the University of Guelph. The participants ranged from being in
their first to fifth year of post-secondary study. Although this demographic was used
partially due to the convenience of sampling this group, it is important to emphasize that
these individuals are representative of emerging adults. The university experience
represents a large transition for these individuals. Having begun to study in their chosen
field, to varying degrees these individuals have begun to think seriously about their life
following graduation. This transition marks a key formative stage in an individual’s ego
identity development. As discussed, some of these individuals will have begun to form
concrete schemas regarding who they are and their path in life, while others will be
experiencing a state of identity crisis as they struggle to define not only who they are,
but also who they will become.
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7.2 Independent Variables
To effectively examine individual’s latency of responses to product and brand
stimuli in response to an aspirational and avoidance elicitation cue, pretests were carried
out to: (1) establish one elicitation cue for each of the two conditions, aspirational and
avoidance, (2) ensure that each elicitation cue was sufficiently relevant to the sample
population, and (3) generate a set of products and brand stimuli that are viewed as being
symbolically representative of each of the three pretested elicitation cues used in the
study. Additionally, the independent measures of ego identity status commitment and
exploration are discussed.
7.2.1 Elicitation Cue (within subjects)
Elicitation cues were formed using an adapted version of the approach used by
Englis and Solomon (1995). Englis and Solomon used the PRIZM geographical market
segmentation clusters to create distinct lifestyle groups. Two main adaptations were
undertaken to effectively tailor this approach to the current study. This was done in
order to ensure the highest possible elicitation cue relevance level in relation to the study
sample.
First, PRIZM C2 lifestyle clusters were used in place of the PRIZM clusters used
by Englis and Solomon. The PRIZM C2 lifestyle data is a Canadian version of PRIZM
produced by Environics Analytics that uses geographic and demographic segmentation
data to categorize the Canadian population into 66 unique lifestyle groups.
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For each of the two elicitation cue reference groups (aspirational and avoidance),
three PRIZM C2 lifestyle segments were selected for the pretests. This selection was
performed by identifying those that best coincided with insights generated by the semistructured interviews conducted in study 1. Second, the elicitation cues were adapted to
include lifestyle information gleaned from the semi-structured interviews. This
modification was performed to ensure both recency and relevance in respect to emerging
adults.
Using a pen and paper survey instrument, participants (N=36) were first
presented with a description of a lifestyle description (elicitation cue) and were asked to
respond to the following questions on a 7-point Likert scale: “These people are very
similar to how I would like to be” (aspirational elicitation cue); and “These people are
very similar to how I would NOT like to be” (avoidance elicitation cue). Based upon the
results of this pretest the PRIZM C2 cluster, Cosmopolitan Elite was selected for the
aspirational elicitation cue and Single City Renters was selected as the avoidance
elicitation cue (for descriptions, see Appendix B). A repeated measures ANOVA was
conducted to ensure that the two cues significantly differed based upon the extent they
were perceived as aspirational or not (avoidance). A significant interaction (F(1,35) =
72.56; p < .001) was found. There were no significant main effects. Planned
comparisons confirm that participants viewed the Cosmopolitan Elite cue as being
significantly higher on the aspirational measure than Single City Renters (5.42 > 2.78)
(F(1,35) = 33.52; p < .001) and Single City Renters as significantly higher on the
avoidance measure than Cosmopolitan Elite (4.86 > 2.47) (F(1,35) = 28.972; p < .001).
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Furthermore, the magnitudes of these means are consistent with that of previous
research (Lowrey et al., 2001; Chaplin & Lowrey, 2010).
7.2.2 Stimulus Cue (within subject)
To generate brand stimulus cues, a second pretest was conducted. Participants
(N=52) completed an open-ended product elicitation task, similar to that used by
Solomon (1988). Participants were first presented with one of the two pretested
elicitation cues (aspirational or avoidance) and instructed to try to form a mental picture
of the type of person described by the elicitation cue. Participants were then presented
with a free response task. Four product categories (alcoholic beverages, clothing,
magazines and newspapers, and vehicles) were given and participants were asked to list
specific brands that this type of person would be likely to consume within each product
category. They were also given the opportunity to list any other products and brands that
came to mind, regardless of product category. This process was repeated a total of two
times, once for each elicitation cue. Stimuli were selected based on two criteria adapted
from the procedure used by Englis and Solomon (1995): (1) the product was among the
most frequently mentioned in response to the given elicitation cue and (2) the product
was mentioned in response to only one of the two elicitation cues. The selected stimuli
and corresponding frequencies are shown in Table 2. Consistent with past research, a
product or brand was only considered if it was mentioned by at least 15% of the
participant sample.
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Table 2: Pretested Stimuli Frequencies

Percentage
Aspirational Stimuli
Expensive Wines
Mercedes
BMW
The Economist
Prada
Gucci
Grey Goose Vodka
Forbes Magazine
Avoidance Stimuli
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Old Navy
Ford
Rum
Hyundai
Toronto Sun
The Gap
US Weekly

58%
52%
42%
19%
29%
35%
38%
25%
44%
48%
44%
38%
19%
31%
29%
35%

7.2.3 Ego Identity Status (between subjects)
The Ego Identity Process Questionnaire (EIPQ) (Balistreri et al., 1995) assesses
ego identity status based upon two subscales: exploration and commitment. Following
Marcia’s work, identity commitment status is operationalized as having made committed
decisions about “who to be, with which group to affiliate, what beliefs to adopt, what
interpersonal values to espouse, and what occupational direction to pursue” (Marcia,
1993, p. 7). Exploration is operationalized as the re-thinking and trial of various possible
roles and life plans. Consisting of 32 items, the EIPQ assesses ego identity status
through exploration and commitment items within eight comprehensive categories:
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occupation, religion, politics, values, family, friendships, dating, and sex roles.
Cronbach’s alpha for exploration (α = 0.74) and commitment (α = 0.73) were found to
be relatively equivalent to Balistreri et al. (1995) which showed reliabilities of (α =
0.76) and (α = 0.75) respectively. Further in line with Balistreri et al., the commitment
and exploration scales showed a significant negative correlation (r = -.412, p < .01). The
correlation suggests that as individuals begin to make identity commitments their level
of identity exploration decreases.
As continuous independent variables, identity exploration and identity
commitment do not lend themselves well to the use of ANOVA. Conventionally,
researchers have used a median split in such a case to divide the population at the
median to form two distinct groups within the population given the continuous variable
in question. However, dichotomizing a continuous independent variable has been shown
to be more of a detriment to a study, than a benefit. Past research has shown that
dichotomization can reduce the statistical power and effect size necessary to test the
hypotheses (Irwin & McClelland, 2003); create spuriously significant findings (Maxwell
& Delaney, 1993); and cause a loss of measurement reliability (McCallum et al., 2002).
As such, this study uses an analysis method designed to ensure that the sample will not
be split based upon the variables of identity exploration or commitment.
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7.3 Procedures
Participants were recruited through the University of Guelph Marketing and
Consumer Studies Research Subject Pool, and the Noesis Lab Research Participant Pool.
In addition, advertisements for the study were posted on course websites, and
researchers visited lectures to further promote the study to eligible student participants.
In exchange for their participation in the study, students were given the option of
receiving course credit or $15.00 in cash. According to the Research Subject Pool
guidelines, this constitutes appropriate compensation given the length of time required to
participate in the study (approximately 45 minutes). Individuals that had participated in
study 1 or either of the study 2’s pretests were not eligible to participate in study 2.
Upon arriving to the study location, participants were greeted by the
experimenter, who informed participants that they were a representative of a major
consumer goods firm that was interested in understanding how consumers think about
brands. Participants were then provided with an informed consent form and instructed to
read carefully before signing (if agreeable), and to notify the experimenter regarding any
questions or clarification needed. Participants were run in groups of up to four, with
each participant seated at an isolated cubicle to minimize any possible distractions
during the response time task.
Following the administration of informed consent, participants were seated at a
laptop computer positioned within their private cubicle. Detailed instructions were
provided, ensuring that the importance of striving for both speed and accuracy of
response was understood. Participants then completed a set of practice trials designed to
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ensure their familiarity with the response time task. They then completed a baseline task
prior to beginning the target trials. All response latency tasks were conducted using
Empirisoft’s DirectRT software.
After completing the practice trials, participants were presented with the first of
the two elicitation cues: aspirational or avoidance (See Figure 1). The order of elicitation
cue presentation for each participant was randomized for each trial to ensure no order
effects occurred. On the same screen participants were instructed to consider whether
the following products or brands displayed would be likely to be purchased by the type
of person described in the elicitation cue (Figure 2). A product or brand was then shown
on the screen, and the participants indicated whether the brand was indicative of the
elicitation cue by pressing certain keys on the keyboard (‘Z’ for yes, ‘/’ for no). The
target block consisted of the presentation of 32 total target stimulus cues: 8 elicitation
cue-congruent stimuli, and 8 elicitation cue incongruent stimuli for each of the 2
elicitation cues. Presentation of the stimulus cues was likewise randomized for each
participant to ensure no order effects occurred. Latencies in responding to the stimulus
cues were recorded.
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Figure 1: Response Latency Task Elicitation Presentation

Figure 2: Response Latency Task Instructions
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Following the completion of the response time task, participants were prompted
to complete a series of survey questionnaires administered through Empirisoft Media
Lab. The use of the Media Lab software over a traditional pen and paper offers
numerous benefits to the study. These benefits include allowing for randomization of
question loadings and recording of participants’ time in responding to each question.
The latter allows for participants who are simply “clicking through” the survey to be
removed from the study. The questionnaire package consisted of the Ego Identity
Process Questionnaire (Balistreri et al., 1995), Brand Engagement in Self-Concept Scale
(BESC) (Escalas & Bettman, 2003), Material Values Scale (MVS) (Richins, 2004), an
elicitation cue manipulation check, and demographic questions. The BESC and MVS
scales were collected to test whether participants varied in respect to either of these
potential covariates based upon level of identity commitment or exploration. There was
no significant correlation found between each scale and either ego identity exploration
or commitment.

7.4 Dependent Measures
7.4.1 Response Latencies
Response latencies in responding to each stimuli-elicitation pair served as the
dependent variable for this study. The data was collected using Empirisoft’s Direct RT
software embedded within Media Lab. It is important to note that the use of latency data
can be limited by its tendency to exhibit abnormally high levels of variability, resulting
in too high a level of noise to detect a true effect within the data. As such, this study
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carefully incorporates the specifications outlined by Fazio (1990) to ensure that the
“signal-to-noise” ratio was not diminished by an inflated level of variance.
First, as noted by Luce (1986) “much of the art of running a good reaction-time
experiment centers on gaining the cooperation of subjects … in maintaining a high level
of attention when actually running in the experiment” (p. 51). This is imperative as
response latencies can be easily skewed by participants that are either spending too
much time deliberating on a particular response, or are not sufficiently attentive in
responding. This was addressed by providing participants with Fazio’s standard set of
instructions that emphasize the importance of both speed and accuracy in responding.
Furthermore, participants were run individually in an isolated cubicle to minimize the
likelihood that the surrounding environment would distract the participant.
Second, a block of filler trials was included prior to the target trials to push
consumers’ motor performance towards an asymptotic level. This ensures that the
participants are sufficiently familiar with the mechanics of the task prior to the
collection of critical data points.
Last, it is necessary to ensure that individual differences in general speed in
responding do not result in variability within the data. In this regard, the within-subjects
nature of the response-time task serves to mitigate this issue. As respondents are subject
to all trials, they serve as their own control group. Additionally, the inclusion of filler
(cue-incongruent) stimuli in each block reduces this risk of increased variability.
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7.4.2 Cleaning of Response Latency Data
As discussed, response latency data is inherently skewed. Even with carefully
given instructions and a sufficient number of practice trials, inevitably, some latencies
will be slow enough to constitute an outlier. In this regard, response latencies must be
carefully cleaned to adjust for the longer tailed distribution. In selecting cutoff points for
outlier response times, one must exercise extreme caution. As Fazio (1990) notes,
latencies must be examined carefully to determine whether an outlier represents a
participant whose attention appears to have wandered during a particular trial, or
whether it reflects a general tendency of slower responses. Should the latter go
undetected, responses would be inappropriately removed from the data. In this regard,
there is no general rule of thumb for setting outlier cutoffs.
Outliers were identified and cleaned by utilizing the within-subjects design of the
response latency portion of the study. Distributions of response time values were
examined within each subject across all four conditions. Latencies were deemed to be
outliers if they fell outside of 3 standard deviations from the participant’s mean latency
score. In this regard it can be said that the point fell well outside of the normal
distribution for the participant. Rather than setting a static cutoff point to be applied
universally to the dataset, this method allows for an individual’s tendency for slower
response times to be accounted for, rather than falsely removed.
It is important to note that as a result of the aforementioned skewness of latency
distributions, the mean value of raw latency scores does not constitute an ideal measure
of the central tendency. To correct for this, a logarithmic transformation (Smith &
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Lerner, 1986) was applied to the latency scores. Such a transformation has the effect of
bringing the longer tails created by slower latencies much closer to the center of the
distribution. The result is a mean latency score that more accurately represents the
central tendency of the distribution of latency values. All analyses were conducted using
the log-log transformed data and values were returned to milliseconds for the purpose of
reporting results.
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CHAPTER 8: STUDY 2 RESULTS

8.1 Manipulation Checks
8.1.1 Elicitation Cue
To ensure that aspirational and avoidance elicitation cues were perceived as
anticipated, a manipulation check was performed. This measured the extent to which a
participant desires to be like (not like) each elicitation cue. A 2 (elicitation: aspirational
vs. avoidance) × 2 (liking: like vs. not like) repeated measures ANOVA indicated a
significant interaction (F(1, 127) = 141.49, p < .001). Planned contrasts indicated that
for the aspirational cue, participants showed significantly greater agreement with the
statement “I would like to be like these people” (M=5.25) than with the statement “I
would NOT like to be like these people” (M=2.77) (F(1, 127) = 116.401, p < .001). For
the avoidance cue, participants showed significantly stronger agreement with the
statement “I would NOT like to be like these people” (M=4.91) than with the statement
“I would like to be like these people” (M=3.04) (F(1, 127) = 52.917, p < .001). This
result confirms that each elicitation cue was perceived as expected, with aspirational and
avoidance elicitation cues viewed accordingly. It should also be noted that the spread of
the difference between the two means for each type of elicitation was marginally
significant (t(1,127) = 1.884, p = .062). This suggests that the size of the difference does
not significantly differ between the two cues.
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8.1.2 Stimulus Cue
As a stimulus cue manipulation check, participants indicated how likely an
individual fitting each of the lifestyle elicitation cues would be to purchase each of the
sixteen product and brand stimulus cues. Participants entered a value between 0% and
100% for each elicitation stimulus pair. The manipulation has been shown to be
effective as there was a significant two-way interaction between elicitation cue and
stimulus cue (F(1, 126) = 653.06; p < .001). Planned contrasts confirm that participants
assigned higher percentages of likelihood to purchase to elicitation/stimulus matches,
than to non-matches, collapsed across all products and brands. That is, participants
indicated that someone fitting the aspirational elicitation cue would be significantly
more likely to purchase the aspirational products (70%) than the avoidance products
(38%) (F(1, 126) = 366.736; p < .001). For someone fitting the avoidance elicitation
cue, participants indicated that these individuals would be more likely to purchase the
avoidance products (60%) than the aspirational products (19%) (F(1, 126) = 366.736; p
< .001). Furthermore, this suggests that participants seem to possess a common
knowledge regarding the consumption constellations of each lifestyle elicitation and that
they are generally possess similar knowledge in regards to each constellation.
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8.2 Preliminary Analysis
8.2.1 Demographics
A total of 134 participants completed the study. Six participants were removed
due to a software error that occurred at the time of data collection resulting in
incomplete response latency data for these participants. This resulted in a total sample of
N = 128, of which 82 participants (64%) were female and 46 (36%) were male. The age
of participants ranged from 18-24 with 67% of the population being between the ages of
19 and 21. It should be noted that one participant indicated that they were 25 years of
age, however, as all participants were required to provide photo ID as proof of age (1824) this must have occurred as a result of a participant error in responding. Concerning
the stage of their university career: 21 participants were second year students; 37 third
year; 34 fourth year; and 34 fifth year. Having a relatively even split in this regard is
advantageous in ensuring that the sample represents individuals at varying stages of ego
identity development. 91% of participants reported English as their first language, and
85% were dominantly right handed. Furthermore, 92% of participants indicated that
their annual income level was < $20 000. Although none of the hypotheses include these
demographic variables they were all analyzed to test for any significant impact on
product and brand accessibility.
8.2.2 Accuracy
In utilizing a response latency methodology, it is imperative that the accuracy of
participants’ responses be closely examined. As previously discussed, participants were
given clear instructions emphasizing both speed and accuracy of responses. Ideally, this
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speed accuracy tradeoff results in participants making as few errors as possible, while
responding as quick as they are able. As has been noted in previous research (Sternberg,
1975; Fazio, 1990), the slope and shape of response latency variables changes little as a
result of the speed accuracy trade off provided that error rates are kept below 10%.
However, the subjective nature of the consumption constellations under examination
must be considered. Compared to other research using response latencies, consumption
constellations are not completely objectively defined. Although thoroughly pretested it
is possible for an individual to truly perceive a particular product or brand as belonging
to an incongruent constellation. This would produce a response that while objectively
incorrect is subjectively correct in the mind of the consumer. In this regard, although
high accuracy rates are still required, it is expected that these may fall below the 90%
accuracy benchmark.
As shown in Table 3, the total mean accuracy rate across all elicitation-stimulus
pairs was 75%. Although below the 90% level discussed by Fazio (1990), this accuracy
rate is similar to the 80% accuracy rate found by Lowrey et al. (2001), and 75% rate
found by Chaplin and Lowrey (2010). For individual elicitation-stimulus pairs the
accuracy rates ranged from 46% to 88%, with the distribution possessing a negative
skew. Individual participant accuracy scores ranged from 34% to 100% with a likewise
negatively skewed distribution.
It is important to note that Table 3 does indicate a difference in the accuracy
rates for aspirational stimuli compared to avoidance stimuli. However, the magnitude of
this difference (17%) is similar to that found in previous research (Chaplin & Lowrey,
2010), which found a 14% discrepancy between the two sets of stimuli. Additionally,
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when considered within the context of this literature, this difference in accuracy between
aspirational and avoidance stimuli, is to be expected. As the accessibility hypotheses
have been developed based upon the motivation for the increased search and rehearsal of
information pertaining to idealized roles and identities, it is intuitive that accuracy is
higher for products and brands associated with such a role. With increased knowledge
pertaining to aspirational roles, participants should have a clearer understanding of
whether or not an aspirational product is related to a particular role. Furthermore, while
this indicates differences in knowledge of aspirational and avoidance constellations, it
does not speak to their accessibility.
Table 3: Accuracy Rates by Elicitation-Stimulus Pair
Percentages of Correct Yes (No) Responses
Elicitation Cue
(Lifestyle Description)
Aspirational
Avoidance

Stimulus Cue
Aspirational
Avoidance
81%
64%
84%
68%
83%
66%

73%
76%
75%

8.2.3 Prototypicality of Stimuli
Further analyses were conducted at the stimulus level to ensure that the
perceived prototypically of stimuli did not influence the accessibility of stimuli, and thus
ensure that this does not confound further analyses. Table 4 below lists both the
aspirational and avoidance stimuli in descending order by perceived prototypicality
alongside the matching response latencies. No significant correlation was found to exist
between prototypicality and accessibility (r = .035, p = .848). Thus, there is no
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significant relation between participants’ perceived protypicality of stimuli and response
latencies. That is, in line with the findings of Lowrey et al., (2001), perceived
prototypicality was not found to influence consumption constellation accessibility.

Table 4: Prototypicality of Stimuli vs. Response Latencies

Stimulus Prototypicality
Aspirational Stimuli
Expensive Wines (85%)
Mercedes (73%)
BMW (72%)
The Economist (69%)
Prada (67%)
Gucci (66%)
Grey Goose Vodka (65%)
Forbes Magazine (65%)
Avoidance Stimuli
Pabst Blue Ribbon (71%)
Old Navy (70%)
Ford (64%)
Rum (63%)
Hyundai (57%)
Toronto Sun (55%)
The Gap (54%)
US Weekly (52%)

Response Latencies
Congruent with
Incongruent with
Elicitation
Elicitation
1217
1098
1144
1354
1223
1306
1431
1629

1373
1082
1169
1481
1257
1199
1756
1501

1589
1427
1424
1519
1818
1776
1633
1546

1747
1277
1385
1571
1664
1634
1370
1601
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8.3 Hypothesis Testing
To test hypothesis 1, a 2 (elicitation cue: aspirational vs. avoidance) × 2
(stimulus cue: aspirational vs. avoidance) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to
determine the processing type influencing participants’ accessibility of constellation
information. It should be noted, that as for this and further analyses, the repeated
measures ANOVA assumption of sphericity is not applicable to these analyses as the
within-subjects independent measures of elicitation and stimuli do not each possess
greater than two levels. As hypothesized, there was a significant main effect of stimulus
(F(1, 127) = 90.66, p < .001 partial η2 = .417) such that response latencies were faster
for aspirational stimuli (1175ms) than for avoidance stimuli (1358ms). For aspirational
compared to avoidance stimuli, participants were faster to respond with the appropriate
“yes” (1153ms < 1379ms) or the appropriate “no” (1200ms < 1335ms) depending on
which elicitation cue was presented. This finding replicates the processing type
identified by Lowrey et al. (2001) and Chaplin and Lowrey (2010), demonstrating that
aspirational constellations are more accessible than avoidance as a function of their
relevance to an idealized future self. Thus, constellation accessibility is said to exist as a
function of the increased information search and rehearsal that accompanies an idealized
lifestyle or social role. Thus, products and brands associated with this role are more
accessible in memory relative to those associated with an avoidance role.
8.3.1 Commitment
Hypothesis 2 posits that aspirational constellations are more accessible for those
in a state of high identity commitment relative to those in a low state of identity
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commitment, with no significant differences occurring in the accessibility of avoidance
constellations based on level of commitment. Furthermore, consistent with the main
effect of stimulus processing type identified by hypothesis 1, this effect was not
expected to differ based upon the elicitation cue presented. Thus, hypothesis 2 suggests
a stimulus × commitment status interaction. To test this hypothesis, a 2 (elicitation cue:
aspirational vs. avoidance) × 2 (stimulus cue: aspirational vs. avoidance) × 2 (identity
commitment: high vs. low) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted using a general
linear model, including the continuous variable of identity commitment status as a
covariate, and custom modeling the interaction terms. The analysis did not show a
significant stimuli × commitment status interaction as hypothesized (p = .240).
Although not predicted, the analysis indicated a significant three-way interaction
among elicitation, stimuli, and commitment status (F(1, 126) =4.36, p < .05, partial η2 =
.033). The nature of the interaction was such that the hypothesized relationship between
stimuli and commitment varied by elicitation cue. For the aspirational elicitation, a
significant stimuli × commitment interaction was found (F(1, 126) = 5.260, p < .05,
partial η2 = .040). High (vs. low) commitment was examined by conducting a spotlight
analysis at 2 standard deviations above and below the mean respectively. Multivariate
simple effects of stimuli at aspirational elicitation for both high and low commitment
indicate a simple effect for high commitment (F(1,126) = 28.214, p < .001, partial η2 =
.183). Commitment individuals exhibited faster response times for aspirational stimuli
(1047ms) than avoidance stimuli (1330ms) when paired with an aspirational elicitation
cue (see Figure 3). For low commitment, there was no significant simple effect of
stimuli at the aspirational elicitation cue (p = .230). In line with hypothesis 2, when
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paired with an aspirational elicitation cue, high commitment individuals exhibited
greater accessibility (as indicated by faster response latencies) of aspirational stimuli
than low commitment individuals, with no significant difference occurring in the
accessibility of avoidance stimuli between the two commitment levels.
Figure 3: Commitment: Mean Response Latencies at Aspirational Elicitation
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However, for the avoidance elicitation there was no significant stimuli ×
commitment interaction (p = .602). Rather, analysis of the relationship between stimuli
accessibility between high and low commitment yielded a significant main effect of
stimuli (F(1,126) = 2.66, p = .105, partial η2 = .021) such that participants exhibited
faster response times for aspirational stimuli (1200ms) than for avoidance stimuli
(1379ms). The findings of this analysis suggest that, contrary to hypothesis 2, in
response to an avoidance elicitation cue response times did not significantly vary by
commitment (high vs. low) as hypothesized (see Figure 4). Thus, hypothesis 2 was not
fully supported. Participants’ constellation accessibility only reflected the hypothesized
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difference when cued with an aspirational role, whereas no differences were found when
cued with an avoidance social role.
Figure 4: Commitment: Mean Response Latencies at Avoidance Elicitation
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8.3.2 Exploration
Hypothesis 3 posits that the accessibility of both aspirational and avoidance
constellations (as indicated by shorter response latencies) is greater for those in a state of
high identity exploration compared to those in a state of low identity exploration.
Consistent with the main effect of stimulus processing alternative, this effect was not
expected to differ based upon the elicitation cue presented, with aspirational stimuli
being more accessible regardless of the elicitation cue presented. Thus, hypothesis 3
predicts a stimulus × identity exploration status interaction. To test this hypothesis, a 2
(elicitation cue: aspirational vs. avoidance) × 2 (stimulus cue: aspirational vs. avoidance)
× 2 (identity exploration: high vs. low) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted using
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a general linear model, including the continuous variable of identity exploration as a
covariate, and custom modeling the interaction terms. The analysis did not yield a
significant stimuli × exploration status interaction as hypothesized (F < 1) (see Figure 5
and 6), and thus hypothesis 3 was not supported. There was no significant 3-way
elicitation × stimuli × exploration interaction (p = .174).
Figure 5: Exploration: Mean Response Latencies at Aspirational Elicitation
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Figure 6: Exploration: Mean Response Latencies at Avoidance Elicitation
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8.4 Discussion
The findings of study 2 provide further evidence to support the processing type
influencing constellation accessibility identified by Lowrey et al. (2001): across the
sample population, products and brands associated with an aspirational lifestyle were
found to be more accessible in memory than those associated with an avoidance
lifestyle. This main effect of stimulus indicates that constellation accessibility increases
as a function of its relevance to an idealized aspirational role. Products and brands
associated with an aspirational role are more rehearsed than for an avoidance role,
forming more and stronger linkages between these products, brands, and role-related
information.
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Although hypotheses were not fully supported, the findings of study 2 further
extend upon the research of Chaplin and Lowrey (2010) regarding the accessibility of
consumption constellations throughout childhood development. Examining these
developmental differences in relation to the period of emerging adulthood, the findings
of study 2 bring forth initial evidence to suggest that this accessibility of consumption
constellations is also not only affected by psychosocial development during emerging
adulthood, but in a much more dynamic manner. As the primary function of
psychosocial development during emerging adulthood, the status of one’s ego identity
development has been shown to impact the accessibility of consumption constellations.
One’s increased motivation for information search and rehearsal pertaining to
aspirational identities has been shown to influence the accessibility of the products and
brands that consumers associate with these roles.
The findings resulted in hypothesis 2 being partially supported. Compared to low
commitment participants, high commitment participants exhibited greater accessibility
of aspirational products and brands when paired with an aspirational role with no
significant differences in the accessibility of avoidance brands between the two groups.
High commitment individuals, having made more enduring commitments to current and
future aspirational identities relative to low commitment individuals, have a stronger
motivation for the rehearsal of information pertaining to such identities. This increased
rehearsal results in more and stronger links between aspirational products, brands, and
role-related information in memory and thus results in greater accessibility. In contrast,
having a high degree of identity commitment, these individuals have little motivation to
search for and rehearse information pertaining lifestyles that are not seen as particularly
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aspirational, having already made commitments about who they are and who they wish
to become. Thus, there is no increased accessibility of avoidance constellations relative
to low commitment individuals.
As stated by hypothesis 2, based upon the main effect of stimuli processing type
identified by Lowrey et al. (2001), and verified by hypothesis 1, it was expected that this
finding would not vary based upon the social role presented. High commitment
participants were expected to exhibit the same greater accessibility (vs. low commitment
participants) of aspirational products and brands in relation to the presentation of an
avoidance role. However, accessibility was found to be similar for both groups when
cued with an avoidance social role. With an avoidance role, accessibility did not
significantly differ based upon commitment status, washing the hypothesized
interaction. Although this runs contrary to hypothesis 2, literature suggests a potential
explanation for low commitment participants’ greater than expected accessibility of
aspirational products and brands in relation to an avoidance role. Research on the
structure and content of constellations formed around dissociative reference groups
shows that they tend to be highly stereotyped (Solomon, 1988; Englis & Solomon,
1995). There is little incentive for the attainment and processing of information
pertaining to this group. However, when aspirational brands are shown with the
avoidance role, the highly stereotyped role could result in low commitment individuals
being able to quickly indicate that someone fitting that role would not consume the
aspirational brand, as these do not fit the stereotyped network surrounding this role.
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CHAPTER 9: GENERAL DISCUSSION

The findings of this thesis suggest that both perception and accessibility of
consumption constellations are shaped by the differing stages of psychosocial
development that take place during emerging adulthood. Study 1 places past literature
within the context of emerging adulthood to provide an exploratory assessment of how
consumers’ knowledge of consumption constellations is affected by differences in
identity status. It was shown that although this period has been traditionally viewed as
one of high identity exploration (Erikson, 1963, 1968; Marcia, 1966) with identity
commitments occurring only towards its end (Arnett, 2000), it was found to be much
more dynamic in this regard. Identity exploration and commitment were found to vary
much more than past literature would suggest, with high and low levels of exploration
apparent, and identity commitments occurring concurrently during this period rather
than clustered towards the end. Importantly, such identity exploration and commitment
was evident across the areas of occupation, residence, love, religion, and politics, which
are key components of an individual’s ego identity (Balistreri et al., 1995) and stand to
influence perceptions of the social roles that form the basis of consumption
constellations.
Reflecting a strong degree of personal investment in a committed identity, high
commitment participants seemed to be highly attuned to aspirational roles, providing
vivid and detailed, rich accounts of these roles and the products and brands that they
associate with them. With avoidance roles, for which this personal investment would not
be present, the degree of richness was not evident.
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High exploration respondents were able to provide a detailed set of products and
brands associated with both aspirational and avoidance roles that was not evident with
low exploration respondents. This finding would seem to reflect differences in the level
of rethinking and trial of various paths in life that define ego identity exploration
(Marcia, 1966). As high exploration individuals actively seek for information regarding
potential roles and identities, they accumulate information regarding both aspirational
and avoidance roles, which includes the products and brands that become symbolically
linked to these roles.
Study 2 builds upon these findings by extending past an assessment of emerging
adults’ knowledge of consumption constellations to an examination of the accessibility
of this knowledge, as it exists as cognitive associative frameworks. Although the
hypotheses were not fully supported, the findings of study 2 suggest that at least in
relation to an aspirational role, corresponding products and brands are more accessible
for those in a state of high identity commitment. As these individuals are highly invested
in their committed identities, they have a greater motivation to search for and rehearse
information pertaining to these roles: including symbolically associated products and
brands. This increased rehearsal results in the formation of more and stronger links
between products and brands and social role information in memory, and thus greater
cognitive accessibility relative to individuals who display minimal identity commitment.
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9.1 Theoretical Contributions
With a foundation derived from a broad range of literature, this thesis stands to
provide a number of theoretical contributions within these areas. First and foremost, the
findings advance our understanding of consumption constellations. As previously
discussed, past literature (Chaplin & Lowrey, 2010) has illustrated the role of
development in the structure and accessibility of consumption constellations. However,
it has not provided an understanding of this relationship outside of childhood
development. In this regard, this thesis represents a significant contribution to this
literature. It furthers understanding of the relationship between consumption
constellations and psychosocial development, by focusing on a key stage in the life
course: the transition from late adolescence to early adulthood. Through the examination
of ego identity status, the two studies provide both insight into the manner in which the
psychosocial development that occurs during emerging adulthood influences the
structure and content of consumption constellations (study 1) and data to support its
impact on their accessibility (study 2). Adding these findings to the work of Chaplin and
Lowrey (2010), a clear understanding of how symbolically linked product and brand
information is perceived and processed through the course of human development, is
one step closer to completion.
Second, it is necessary to note the contribution that this thesis makes to the
conceptualization of identity as it relates to the field of marketing. Within consumer
behaviour, research on identity often focuses on how certain identities can be activated
and the manner in which this can influence consumers’ attitudes and consumption
choices (e.g., Berger & Heath, 2007; Forehand et al., 2002; 2011; Reed II, 2004). In
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respect to this literature, the findings of this thesis identify a set of consumers in which
such identity activation is more likely to result in the subsequent activation of
consumption information symbolically related to that identity. As was shown in study 2,
for consumers primed with an aspirational role (or identity), products and brands
symbolically linked to this role were shown to be more accessible for those in a state of
high identity commitment. Thus, as these consumers are more attuned to the products
and brands that are associated with an aspirational constellation, the activation of this
constellation in memory leads to greater recognition and accessibility of this
information.
Third, study 1 contributes to the literature of emerging adulthood by providing
key insights into the dynamic nature of one’s ego-identity status that occurs during this
period of development. Contrary to the ongoing dialogue regarding emerging
adulthood, insights from semi-structured long interviews suggest that the level of
exploration occurring during this stage of development is quite dynamic. Additionally,
identity commitments have been shown to take place throughout emerging adulthood
opposed to being viewed as only occurring towards the end of this period of
development. Furthermore, as this thesis provides a view of the manner in which
psychosocial development during the course of emerging adulthood influences
perceptions and accessibility of consumption constellations, it contributes consumptionbased insight to the ongoing dialogue of emerging adulthood.
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9.2 Managerial Implications
The findings of this thesis provide useful insights and implications for marketing
practitioners, specifically when one considers the role that identity commitment has been
shown to play in the accessibility of products and brands associated with an aspirational
social role. The use of lifestyle imagery in advertisements is nothing new to a marketers’
toolbox. Advertisements such as the Grey Goose Vodka “Oysters” and “Golf” television
spots, or the Dodge Ram Trucks 2013 “Farmer” Super Bowl campaign (see Appendix
A) often use this imagery to position their product alongside an aspirational lifestyle. As
suggested by the findings of this research, consumers that are highly committed to their
chosen identity can process information pertaining to products and brands that are
associated with an aspirational lifestyle more rapidly. As this information is more
accessible for these individuals, advertisements that associate products and brands with
aspirational lifestyle imagery will be more easily and accurately comprehended. Put
another way, high identity commitment consumers will simply “get” the connections
made between a brand and an aspirational lifestyle much more easily as they are more
attuned to this information. Moving forward, this insight provides marketers with a new
method for the segmentation of a market in which, as a result of emerging adulthood,
very little is normative demographically.
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9.3 Limitations & Directions for Future Research
There are several limitations to this research that warrant discussion. First, in
respect to the exploration component of study 2, it should be noted that although
hypothesis 3 (greater accessibility of aspirational and avoidance consumption
constellations for high exploration participants compared to low exploration
participants) was not supported, the experiment was largely underpowered. Considering
that the high potential for noisy data is one of the drawbacks of the use of response
latencies as a dependent variable, this is a risk of using such a measure. The measured
effect size was .015. The observed power of 0.282 was well below the generally
accepted cut-off of 0.80. As noted by Cohen (1992), when an effect size does not equal
zero, H0 is false, and failure to reject this false null incurs type II error. Examining the
relationship between identity exploration and constellation accessibility at face validity,
notes that the relationship is as hypothesized. For each elicitation-stimulus pair, response
times appear faster for high exploration as compared to low exploration. However, the
study did not possess the proper statistical power to deem this effect significant.
A second limitation is that the findings of this thesis only address psychosocial
differences in the period of transition from late adolescence to early adulthood. In the
review of consumption constellation literature it was noted that past research has only
provided a glimpse of the full story of how the structure and accessibility of
consumption constellations is affected throughout the pattern of human development. A
gap exists from the beginning of adolescence through to adulthood. Although this thesis
addresses a substantial portion, there still remain key stages of development that require
investigation. In particular, future research should examine consumption constellations
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in relation to adolescent development (age 16-18), as this would bridge the gap between
past work (Chaplin & Lowrey, 2010) and that put forth by this thesis.
A third limitation of this thesis lies in the distribution of identity exploration
scores. Although normally distributed, the exploration status scores ranged from 50 to
89 on a scale that ranges from 18 to 90. Participants with the lowest observed scores for
exploration fell just below the midpoint of the scale (54). By examining high and low
exploration as being two standard deviations above and below the mean respectively, the
study was actually tapping high vs. medium exploration status opposed to a true high vs.
low exploration status. Considering this in relation to the effect size for the exploration
component of study 2 provides an intuitive rationale. Although a difference in
accessibility should exist between medium and high exploration participants based upon
hypothesis 3, the magnitude of the differences in accessibility between these groups
should not be as large as that between low and high exploration participants. Without
true “low” exploration participants, it is possible that the diminished effect size observed
is an artifact of comparing high exploration to medium exploration, opposed to high to
low as hypothesized. Taking this into consideration, future research should look to
further examine this hypothesis, ensuring that a full range of exploration levels is
observed amongst the sample.
Lastly, due to the one-hour study time constraint for research subject pool
participants, an extensive, standardized qualitative tool for assessing identity status, such
as the Identity Status Interview (Marcia, 1966), was not used. Rather a more general
evaluation of identity status was gleaned from the long interview transcripts based upon
the researchers’ interpretation of participants’ responses to specific questions. As
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discussed, these questions were designed to elicit a general understanding of each
participant’s levels of identity exploration and commitment. In line with the explorative
objectives of study 1, this method was selected as it best suited participants’ time
restraints and the dynamic nature of the semi-structured long interview. However, it
should be noted that the method employed does not provide a comprehensive analysis of
ego identity status.

9.4 Conclusion
This thesis examined the manner in which consumers’ perception and
accessibility of consumption constellations is affected by differences in psychosocial
development that occur during the period of emerging adulthood. Study 1 used a long
interview methodology to develop key insights into consumers’ perceptions of the social
roles, products, and brands that comprise consumption constellations. More specifically,
it explored and assessed the manner in which such consumption constellation knowledge
is shaped through the subjective experience of ego identity commitment and exploration:
the two key functions of psychosocial development during emerging adulthood. Relative
to past research, the use of this methodology provided for a much more detailed and
context rich, explorative account of these processes within the dynamic, and nonnormative period of emerging adulthood. Using a response latency methodology study 2
extended upon these findings by shifting from a subjective investigation of perceptions
of consumption constellations, to the empirical testing of differences in their
accessibility. Taken together, the findings of this thesis provide a preliminary
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understanding of how emerging adults draw symbolic connections between products and
brands in relation to social roles, and how this process is influenced by the psychosocial
development that occurs during this transitional stage in one’s life when most consumers
surface as autonomous consumers for the first time in their lives (the dynamic period of
emerging adulthood).
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APPENDIX A: SELECTED ADVERTISEMENTS

A.1: Volkswagen Beetle Advertisement I (Feminine)
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A.2: Volkswagen Beetle Advertisement II (Feminine)
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A.3: Ford F-150 Advertisement I (Masculine)
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A.4: Ford F-150 Advertisement II (Masculine)

A.5 Grey Goose: “Discerning Taste” Advertisements
Oysters: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKt3v8ATylY
Golf: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTGBwWOnY1g

A.6 Dodge Ram Trucks: “Farmer” Advertisement
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMpZ0TGjbWE
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

Aspirational Elicitation Cue
These people are especially LIKELY to attend museums and art galleries, listen to
classical music and have valid passports. They are especially LIKELY to eat local fish
and seafood, organic vegetables, and drink organic coffee. They are especially LIKELY
to visit health clubs and shop at boutique stores.

Avoidance Elicitation Cue
These people are especially LIKELY to attend pool halls and bowling alleys, listen to
mainstream rock music and play online games. They are especially LIKELY to eat
luncheon meat, store-brand foods, and drink wine coolers. They are especially LIKELY
to watch TV sitcoms and crime dramas, and shop at discount stores and markets
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Semi-Standardized Interview Guide
Thank you for coming in to participate in our study this afternoon. Before we begin I
would like you to read over this consent form. If you have any questions or would like
any clarification please don’t hesitate to ask. Once you have read it through, please sign
and date on the back of each copy. I will keep one copy and the other is for your records.
**Interviewer provides participant with two copies of the informed consent form**
Excellent, thank you for filling that out. Before we get started I would just like to remind
you that any information collected today will be held strictly confidential, and that your
identity will be in no way linked to the responses that you have provided.
Biographic Questions
1. Please tell me a bit about yourself.
- Where are you from?
- What do you enjoy doing in your free time? What are your interests or
hobbies?
- What program are you in? What led to your decision to study in this area?
- What would you like to do after you graduate (identity status)

Aspirational vs. Avoidance Reference
2. I would like you now to take a moment and think about a celebrity that you
admire: someone that you aspire to be like. (aspirational)
- Can you tell me about this person?
- What do they do for a living?
- What type of lifestyle does this person lead?
- What is it about him or her that you find particularly attractive/inspiring?
What makes you want to be like this person?
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3. Let’s now take a moment to now think about a person that you do not wish to be
like, someone that you do NOT aspire to become. (avoidance)
- Can you tell me about this person?
- What do they do for a living?
- What type of lifestyle does this person lead?
- What is it about him or her that you find particularly unattractive? What
makes you NOT want to be like this person?

Brand and Product Elicitation

I would now like to take a few minutes to chat with you about your shopping habits.
4. Do you have any favourite stores that you like to shop at?
-

What is it that you like about that store?

-

What do you like to shop for there?

-

What products would you traditionally purchase there?

-

Do they carry any specific brands that you like?

5. Are there any stores or brands that are popular right now that you refuse to wear
or shop at?
-

What is it that you don’t like about this store? Why don’t you like this
brand?

-

What about this store or brand does not appeal to you?

-

Why do you not like to shop at this store?

6. Are there any brands or products that are an important part of your life?
-

What is it about this brand that you like?

-

What do you associate with this brand?
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I would now like you to take a step back for a moment, and think about whether the
brands that we have just discussed will be important to you in 10 years time? (identity
status)
-

How old will you be at this time?

-

When you envision your future self, what type of lifestyle do you
lead?

Products and Brands in Relation to Social Roles

7. I am now going to show you a description of a person and their lifestyle. I would like
you to think about this description for a few moments, and then I am going to ask you
some questions about it.
**Researcher hands participant a card containing a preselected PRIZM C2 Lifestyle
Cluster description**
-

Thinking about what you have just read, based upon the description
provided could you please describe this type of person further?

-

Does this describe a person that you would like to be? Why? (Why
not?)

-

Can you think of any brands that you would associate with this type
of person?

-

** Probe with specific product categories **

**Question 7 is repeated for three preselected PRIZM C2 Clusters – Aspirational,
Avoidance, and Occupied**
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Ego Identity Process Questionnaire (EIPQ)
Balistreri, E., Busch-Rossnagel, N. A., & Geisinger, K.F. (1995). Development and
Preliminary Validation of the Ego Identity Process Questionnaire. Journal of
Adolescence, 18 (2), 179-192.
1. I have definitely decided on the occupation I want to pursue.
2. I don’t expect to change my political principles and ideals.
3. I have considered adopting different kinds of religious beliefs.
4. There has never been a need to question my values.
5. I am very confident about what kinds of friends are best for me.
6. My ideas about men’s and women’s roles have never changed as I became older.
7. I will always vote for the same political party.
8. I have firmly held views concerning my role in my family.
9. I have engaged in several discussions concerning behaviours involved in dating
relationships.
10. I have considered different political views thoughtfully.
11. I have never questioned my views concerning what kind of friend is best for me.
12. My values are likely to change in the future.
13. When I talk to people about religion, I make sure to voice my opinion.
14. I am not sure what type of dating relationship is best for me.
15. I have not felt the need to reflect upon the importance I place on my family.
16. Regarding religion, my beliefs are likely to change in the near future.
17. I have definite views regarding the ways in which men and women should
behave.
18. I have tried to learn about different occupational fields to find the best one for
me.
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19. I have undergone several experiences that made me change my views on men’s
and women’s roles.
20. I have consistently re-examined many different values in order to find the ones
that are best for me.
21. I think what I look for in a friend could change in the future.
22. I have questioned what type of a date is best for me.
23. I am unlikely to alter my vocational goals.
24. I have evaluated many ways in which I fit into my family structure.
25. My ideas about men’s and women’s roles will never change.
26. I have never questioned my political beliefs.
27. I have had many experiences that led me to review the qualities that I would like
my friends to have.
28. I have discussed religious matters with a number of people who believe
differently than I do.
29. I am not sure that the values I hold are right for me.
30. I have never questioned my occupational aspirations.
31. The extent to which I value my family is likely to change in the future.
32. My beliefs about dating are firmly held.
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Brand Engagement in Self-Concept (BESC)

Sprott, D., Czellar, S., & Spangenberg, E. (2009). The Importance of a General Measure
of Brand Engagement on Market Behavior: Development and Validation of a
Scale. Journal of Marketing Research , 46, 92-104.
1. I have a special bond with the brands that I like.
2. I consider my favorite brands to be a part of myself.
3. I often feel a personal connection between my brands and me.
4. Part of me is defined by important brands in my life.
5. I feel as if I have a close personal connection with the brands I most prefer.
6. I can identify with important brands in my life.
7. There are links between the brands that I prefer and how I view myself.
8. My favorite brands are an important indication of who I am.
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Material Values Scale (MVS)

Richins, M. (2004). The Material Values Scale: Measurement Properties and
Development of a Short Form. Journal of Consumer Research, 31, 209-219.
1. I admire people who own expensive homes, cars, and clothes.
2. Some of the most important achievements in life include acquiring material
possessions.
3. I don’t place much emphasis on the amount of material objects people own as a
sign of success.
4. The things I own say a lot about how well I’m doing in life.
5. I like to own things that impress people.
6. I don’t pay much attention to the material objects other people own.
7. I usually buy only the things I need.
8. I try to keep my life simple, as far as possessions are concerned.
9. The things I own aren’t all that important to me.
10. I enjoy spending money on things that aren’t practical.
11. Buying things gives me a lot of pleasure.
12. I like a lot of luxury in my life.
13. I put less emphasis on material things than most people I know.
14. I have all the things I really need to enjoy life.
15. My life would be better if I owned certain things I don’t have.
16. I wouldn’t be any happier if I owned nicer things.
17. I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things.
18. It sometimes bothers me quite a bit that I can’t afford to buy all the things I’d
like.
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Manipulation Check Survey

Please read the lifestyle description provided and then indicate your agreement with the
following questions by circling your response on the scale below*.
(example) These young executives, professionals, and students live
in apartments, condos, and townhouses near private urban
universities. They have few children, leaving them free to lead
active lives filled with travel, art, and fitness. These individuals are
likely to consumer Starbucks Coffee, and shop at stores such as
Patagonia, or Banana Republic.

1. I would like to be like these people.
2. I would NOT like to be like these people.
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Demographic Information Sheet

What is your gender?

______ Female

How old are you? _________ years
Is English your mother tongue?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

up to $10,000
$10,001 to $20,000
$20,001 to $30,000
$30,001 to $40,000
$40,001 to $50,000
$50,001 to $60,000
More than $60,000

Marital Status
Single (never married) _____
Married or cohabitating _____
Seperated/divorced _____
Widowed _____

Handedness: right / left (circle one)

______ Yes

Annual Family Income (circle one):

______ Male

______ No

